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Share your  trips and knowledge by sending an article 
to the Rockhounder                                       

Submit articles for the next issue by Feb.28/04 to:  
Win Robertson                                                           
6 -2401 Ord Road, Kamloops. BC V2B 7V8 
E mail: winrob@shaw.ca 

 
My thanks to all that have submitted articles & club 
news for publication. They are greatly appreciated and 
enjoyed by our readers. 

President’s Report 
 

     With the onset of cold weather (and less rockhouning), 
the timing is right for our committee to begin the job in 
earnest of rewriting the Society by-laws. It is a big task, as 
our by-laws have not seen any significant change since 
the Society was founded. I would like to thank Peter 
Quinn from the Richmond club and Ken Ayres from the 
Port Moody club who have agreed to assist Walt Pinder 
and myself from the Executive in taking on this project.  
We have held two meetings of the committee so far and 
we hope to have something for the clubs to look at in Feb-
ruary.  The plan is to have the by-laws voted on at the 
May general meeting. 
 Thanks to the Kokanee and Selkirk clubs for making it 
possible for us to hold next year’s summer camp in the 
Kootenay region. The details are elsewhere in this publi-
cation. We have already made our reservation to be there 
and we look forward to meeting rockhounds from through-
out the province. Thanks also to Win Robertson, who con-
tinues to assist in organizing this important event for Soci-
ety members. 
     We attended the Puyallup show in November.  Al-
though there were some good showcases and beautiful 
specimens, this show is becoming more of a sale and 
less of a show as years go by.  There seems to be fewer 
showcases each year, while the number of dealers in-
creases. The big news at this year’s show was the deci-
sion to move from Puyallup to Seattle Centre for next 
year’s show, which will be in September instead of No-
vember. A number of dealers and clubs were not happy 
about the move. It is possible that a show in downtown 
Seattle might attract more people than at the Puyallup 
location, however, that remains to be seen.  I hope this 
change will work out for the best and that the Seattle 
show in September will be a complete success. 
     Speaking of shows, our own show committee, under 
the capable leadership of Show Chair Cam Bacon, is well 
underway in making plans for the 2004 Abbotsford show.  
We look forward to seeing many of you at the show. 
 
     Best wishes for a healthy and prosperous holiday sea-
son 
 
John Bowman, 
Society President 
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“True Blue Beryl” 
Canada’s New Gemstone 
True North Gems, Yukon 



Rare blue gem found in the Yukon  
CBC North News - August 2003  
 

 WHITEHORSE - Geologists and gem experts are talk-
ing about a rare, blue gemstone found in the Yukon.  
 A team of geologists had been searching for emeralds 
northeast of Whitehorse for the past four years when they 
found the stone this summer.  
 They uncovered a transparent gem the colour of blue 
velvet. They think it's either maxixe beryl, found only once 
before in Brazil, or a new stone.  
 The Brazilian stone loses its colour in sunlight but the 
Yukon stone does not. 
 Gemologist Duncan Parker of Toronto said although 
the discovery could lead to a new industry, it will be diffi-
cult to set the value of the gem stone.  
 "Establishing pricing will be very, very difficult, either if 
it is something unknown or if it's maxixe beryl because 
there just isn't enough to have established value," Parker 
said.  
 Andrew Smith, the CEO of True North Gems, said 
there will be a hefty price tag attached to the stone his 
prospectors found.  
 "Either way you cut it, this is an extremely rare and 
unique gemstone and will therefore attract a lot of value 
and attention," he says.  
 Brad Wilson is a geologist with shares in the company. 
He's cautious about calling it a new discovery or speculat-
ing on whether it is maxixe beryl.  
 "It's all speculation until you know," said Wilson. "To 
me, it's way too early to do much more than say, 'Wow, 
isn't this cool?'"  
 Scientists at the University of British Columbia will at-
tempt to identify the blue stone.  Smith hopes to know 
what it is by the new year.  

 
Rare Gem Discovery Drops Jaws in Yukon 
  
 Five years after geologist Bill Wengzynowski found emer-
alds lying on the ground in the remote Regal Ridge area 
in south-eastern Yukon, his exploration team has found 
something potentially more valuable. 
    A transparent gemstone the colour of blue velvet. And 
perhaps so rare that it may have only been found once 
before, in Brazil. 
    Gemmologists will confirm in the next weeks if it is in-
deed a new gemstone; or the world's second occurrence 
of maxixe, a deep blue beryl, in the same family of miner-
als as emeralds. 
    However, if it is a Canadian version of maxixe, it does 
not share the Brazilian gem's Achilles heel: when ex-
posed to sunlight, maxixe's deep blue fades to a near col-
ourless state. "We're pretty sure that ours is photostable," 
says Bonnie Pemberton, project coordinator for True 
North Gems, the Vancouver-based company that owns 
the samples. 
    University of British Columbia professor, Dr. Lee Groat, 
made the find this summer, on a property in the Finlayson 
District, which True North Gems now calls "True Blue". 
    In an unusual partnership, the NSERC-funded geolo-
gist has teamed up with his former student, Bill Weng-
zynowski, now president of Archer Cathro & Associates, 

the mineral exploration company hired by True North 
Gems to head up the $470,000 territory-wide emerald 
exploration program. 
    "We're looking very closely at the chemistry of the gem-
stone and the accessory minerals that occur with it, so 
that we can understand how they form," Dr. Groat says. 
"If we understand why they're there, then we can work 
out where to look for more." 
 

Canada has a new gemstone.  
 
 First specimen of True Blue Beryl found in 1976, but 
remained unidentified until October 27, 2003.  
 The blue beryl was rediscovered on August 4th, 2003, 
during the 2003 field exploration season by Bill Weng-
zynowski, President of Archer Cathro & Associates and 
Dr. Lee Groat, Professor at the University of British Co-
lumbia's Department of Earth and Ocean Sciences while 
searching for emeralds on True North Gems' Finlayson 
claims in the Yukon.  
 The blue beryl was discovered on True North Gems' 
True Blue property located 100 kilometres Northwest of 
the Company's 100 percent owned Regal Ridge Emerald 
project.  
 Fifty individual beryl showings, including the blue beryl 
were discovered in a zone measuring 600 metres by 100 
metres in an outcrop surface over an elevation range of 
100 metres.  
 Mineralogists and gemmologists identified the Blue 
Beryl on October 27, 2003, calling it the first of its kind.  
Other varieties of beryl include emerald, heliodor, mor-
ganite, bixbite and goshenite.  
 The True Blue beryl is a type of aquamarine, which is 
a variety of the mineral species beryl. The True Blue is a 
cobalt blue colour and represents the second confirmed 
gem beryl in the Yukon. Emeralds were discovered in 
1998.  
 The True Blue beryl is unique, one-of-a-kind and na-
tive to Canada.  
 The True Blue beryl is gemmologically distinct from 
other precious stones.  
 Gemstones are valued based on their beauty, durabil-
ity and rarity. The True Blue beryl is beautiful, durable, 
rare and so far, priceless.  
 True North Gems is a Canadian junior resource com-
pany focused on the exploration and development of 
North American gemstone deposits.  
 The company is a pioneer in Canadian gemstone ex-
ploration and owns a 100-percent interest in the Yukon-
based Regal Ridge property and in the Ontario-based 
Ghost Lake property. Regal Ridge and Ghost Lake host 
the only two confirmed emerald deposits in Canada.  
 Archer Cathro and Associates is a geological engi-
neering consulting company, which has conducted min-
eral exploration in the Yukon and Northern British Colum-
bia since 1965.  
 Dr. Lee Groat is a professor at the University of British 
Columbia's faculty of Earth and Ocean Sciences. The 
research conducted at the University of British Columbia 
was funded in part by True North Gems and the National 
Science Engineering Research Council (NSERC).  
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 TRAGEDY & RICHES: 
The Story of John 'Cariboo' Cameron 
By J. M. Young  
 
In '63 I left my hame, 
In that same year I bought a claim 
Frae Cameron Jock o' Canada - 
As smart a lad's ye ever saw, 
Wha's greatest faut was nane uncommon, 
A gae strong likin' for a woman. 
James Anderson, 1866 
 
 Perhaps one of the most pathetic love stories in the 
early history of British Columbia is the woeful saga of 
John Angus 'Cariboo' Cameron whose wife had four fu-
nerals, two caskets and three burials... 
 Cameron was born in Charlottenburgh in 1820 and 
raised on the family farm in Glengarry County, Canada 
West, a United Empire Loyalist settlement to which his 
family had retreated during the American War of Inde-
pendence.  
 In 1852, his eyes set on the western horizon, John set 
out with his brothers, Allan and Daniel for California and 
the gold rush there. They were lucky and stayed six years 
making a respectable sum. In 1858 they heard of gold on 
Fraser's River and headed north to mine. Once again luck 
was on their side and the three brothers returned to Corn-
wall with some $20,000 in gold. 
 It was here in Cornwall that John Angus Cameron 
married his childhood sweetheart Margaret Sophia 
Groves, a farmer's daughter twelve years his junior. It was 
soon after their marriage that news began filtering east of 
the rich diggings in 'Cariboo' and of the fabulous fortunes 
being made in the interior of British Columbia. Cameron, 
not one to be left behind, struck west again, this time with 
his new bride and their 4 month old baby girl, Alice. 
 The trip from Canada West to the Fort Victoria via Pa-
nama was a long and arduous journey. Alice became 
sick; less than a week after stepping off the Brother John 
in Victoria she died. The Camerons were heartbroken but 
determined to press on to the goldfields.  
 Robert Stevenson, an old friend of John's from Glen-
garry County, managed to set up credit for the Camerons 
at the Hudson's Bay Co. to the tune of $2000. John used 
the $2000 dollars to stock up on candles which he 
brought with him to Barkerville and later sold for a profit of 
$10,000! 
 Much like Billy Barker, Cameron first staked a claim on 
upper Williams Creek but encouraged by the success of 
Ned Stout's claim lower in the valley he staked another 
claim half a mile below Barker's shaft with his wife, Rich-
ard Rivers, Allan MacDonald, James and Charles Glen-
denning and Robert Stevenson. It is interesting to note 
that Mrs. Cameron was the holder of Miner's Licence No. 
7598 and was probably the only woman in the Cariboo at 
that time to hold such a document. 
 A short three weeks later, however, Stevenson had 
transferred to Sophia his entire interest in the Cameron 
claims "below the canon". Chas. Glendenning had sold 
out his interests to Cameron for $2,000 leaving the Cam-
erons a majority interest in the claim. Later records indi-
cate that R. Stevenson purchased "one full share" for  

$5000 and "one-eighth of 700 feet" for $15,000,. on Au-
gust 25, 1862 
 The shaft did not pay off quickly and as winter drew 
nearer the miners began to wonder if they had the right 
location. Meanwhile the Camerons had another child; but 
it was stillborn and Sophia became ill...never to recover.  
"Mrs. Cameron died at 3 a.m. on October 23, 1862. Rich-
field was the name of the mining town where she passed 
away. Cameron and I were the only persons present at 
the time. Poor Cameron! The morning Mrs. Cameron died 
was intensely cold, the thermometer standing at thirty de-
grees before zero, and a wind blowing at the rate of sixty 
miles an hour. As there were no undertakers in Cariboo, I 
went away and engaged Griffin to make a coffin, and 
Henry Lightfoot of Vankleek Hill made the case." R. Ste-
venson. 
 Of the five thousand people on the creek in the sum-
mer of '62 only ninety-seven remained to be at her funeral 
that October. 
 John was shattered. He threw himself into work at the 
mine and vowed that come spring and better fortune he 
would carry out the last wish of Sophia; to be buried at 
"home" in Canada West. Her body was placed in a tin 
casket inside a wooden coffin and buried temporarily un-
der an abandoned cabin in Richfield. 
 Exactly two months later, three days before Christmas, 
the Cameron Co. struck paydirt... 
 "On December 22 we struck it very rich at twenty-two 
feet. Dick Rivers was in the shaft and William Halpenny 
and I were at the windlass. Cameron had just come down 
from Richfield to see how we were getting on, when Riv-
ers called up from the bottom "Cameron or Stevenson - 
come down here at once - the place is yellow with gold! 
Look here boys!" R. Stevenson 
 By the end of February, Cameron a wealthy but griev-
ing man decided to head for Victoria. He offered twelve 
dollars a day and a $2,000 bonus to any man who would 
help him make the trip down. Twenty-two men signed up. 
Their journey took them through virtual wilderness: snow-
drifts up to twelve feet deep, mountains, dense forest, 
often without a trail, with temperatures as cold as fifty be-
low zero; dragging the coffin on an awkward toboggan 
heaped with blankets, food and 50 lb. of gold. To add to 
their formidable task, was the ever-present danger of 
smallpox. 
 On March 7, 1863, having travelled approximately 600 
miles, they finally reached their destination. Here Sophia 
had a well-attended funeral, was preserved in alcohol in 
preparation for the long voyage back east, and re-buried. 
 Cameron returned to Williams Creek and bought out 
the Clendennings and two adjacent claims, giving him a 
full five shares in the Company. The Cameron Co. mined 
vigorously from April until October of 1863. The gold was 
being mined not by the ounce but by the pan. By October, 
Cameron was ready to leave and he with Stevenson and 
eight horses laden with gold left Cariboo for Victoria. In 
total, Cameron had taken out the equivalent of $5 million 
in today's dollars and the Cameron Co. Claim had proved 
to be the richest in the entire colony. 
 A town had grown up around the claim and was chris-
tened Cameron's Town or Cameronton. It was situated  



   just north of Barkerville, below the cemetery. 
 Sophia was exhumed and continued on her journey; 
via boat to San Francisco, Panama and New York; where 
customs officials were dubious as to the contents of the 
sealed coffin due to its massive weight. Nonetheless, by 
December of 1863, after completing the last leg of the 
journey by rail, the coffin finally reached Canada West. 
Sophia was again buried, in the family plot in Cornwall. 
 At home, Cameron was generous with his money. Two 
brothers received $20,000 while two others, Alex and 
Roderick, who had actually come to Cariboo and helped 
John mine were given $40,000 and a farm each. Cam-
eron himself built himself a beautiful estate on the banks 
of the St. Lawrence seaway which he called Fairfield after 
his grandfather's former estate in New York state. In 
1865, 'Cariboo' Cameron married Christianne Woods, the 
daughter of a respectable neighbour and for a while they 
lived the good life. 
 However, rumours continued to grow. Why had John 
spent so much effort bringing Sophia back? Some specu-
lated that he had sold her into slavery and the coffin was 
filled with reserve gold. Cameron tried to ignore the ru-
mours but when a New York paper printed a story stating 
that Sophia had escaped slavery and had returned to 
Fairfield Estate he could ignore no longer. Sophia's par-
ents were summoned from Ottawa and the coffin was for 
the fourth time exhumed and the alcohol drained. Sophia, 
preserved in the alcohol, was identified by her parents 
and laid to rest for the final time in the Salem Cemetery 
near Cornwall. 

In 1886, his fortune reduced, 'Cariboo' Cameron and his 
second wife returned to Cariboo to seek further wealth. 
Upon arrival Cameron was shocked; the town of Barker-
ville was a shell of it's former self, Cameronton just a few 
ramshackle buildings. Soon after he arrived in Barkerville 
he suffered a massive stroke and died, some friends say 
of a broken heart. On November 7, 1888 he was carried 
up the hill and buried in the same cemetery he had lo-
cated for young Peter Gibson twenty-five years earlier.  
 Harry Jones, a Welsh miner, said this about Cam-
eron's funeral "I went over from Van Winkle to attend his 
funeral. There was a big crowd. But there would have 
been more had he been rich. It is that way."  
Sources 
-Anderson, James, Sawney's Letters and Cariboo 
Rhymes, Barkerville Restoration and Advisory Commit-
tee,  
-BC Biographies, Vol. III, pp 76-79 
-Berton, S. The Odyssey of Cariboo Cameron 
-Lindsay, F. W. Cariboo Story 
-Mining Records of Williams Creek Vol. 561 
-Manual of Records of William's Creek Vol 559 
-Smith, Edgar D. The Golden Grief of Cariboo Cameron 
-Wright, Richard Thomas. Barkerville: A Gold Rush Ex-
perience , 1993 
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Conflict Diamonds 
 

 Diamonds symbolize so much. 
As the stone most commonly used 
for wedding rings, diamonds are a 
powerful token of love, purity, and 
prosperity. And the value of a dia-
mond relies heavily on its image of 
being clean, the most perfect thing 
that nature provides us. So the 
current controversy over "conflict 
diamonds" puts a lot at stake.  

 Conflict diamonds are not just a public-relations prob-
lem. About one in every ten gem diamonds is smuggled 
from four African nations—Liberia, Sierra Leone, the De-
mocratic Republic of Congo, and Angola—that feed 
money to a large black market. Some of the profits go to 
criminal gangs, some to brutal ruling regimes, some to 
outright terrorists. And the stones are mined under op-
pressive conditions for the smallest of wages, using meth-
ods that damage the countryside.  
 Part of the problem is human and part is geological.  
 The human part is the diamond market, an ancient 
secretive business where dealers trade stones back and 
forth, combine lots from different sources, and sell them 
across many borders during their trip to the jeweler. 
American law demands certification only from the last 
country to export the stone. It has never been very impor-
tant to know where a stone comes from—once cut and 
polished, a perfect diamond sheds its history. And no one 
in the business is interested in changing things any more 
than they have to.  
 Geologically, gem diamonds lend themselves to ano-
nymity. They are extremely pure minerals, built of a tight 
matrix of carbon atoms and nothing else. Stray atoms of 
nitrogen, boron, or hydrogen—a few parts per billion—are 
the most significant impurities. These can barely be 
measured accurately with (expensive) current techniques.  
 Uncut gem-quality stones differ only subtly around the 
world:  
 Siberian diamonds tend to be sharp-edged and clear 
Some Australian stones are pink, South African and In-
dian gems include yellow and blue stones, East African 
diamonds are etched.  West African and Canadian stones 
are fibrous 
 Experts can tell where uncut stones originate, but only 
if they have a hundred or so to inspect. Judging origins is 
largely a matter of statistics. And pinpointing one mine, or 
even one country, is rarely simple.  
 Moreover, a large fraction of contraband diamonds are 
mined from riverbeds in placer (sedimentary) deposits, 
not hard rock. Because diamond is extremely hard, grains 
can travel very far from their origins. The diamond placers 
of southwest Africa, for instance, collect stones from for-
bidden Angola as well as legitimate Namibia.  
 In truth, only human-based systems have any hope of 
keeping diamonds conflict-free: unbreakable codes, certi-
fied containers and rigorous chains of custody. Along 

those lines, the world's diamond dealers are proceeding with the 

Kimberley Process, which was endorsed by the United Nations 

Security Council in January 2003 as part of the UN's conflict 

diamond program.  

Putting an end to the conflict diamond trade 
  In 2000, South African countries with a legitimate dia-
mond trade began a campaign to track the origins of all 
rough diamonds, attempting to halt the sales of stones 
from conflict areas. More from your Guide below        
  Their efforts eventually resulted in The Kimberley Proc-
ess Certification Scheme (KPCS), an international effort 
to rid the world of conflict diamonds. 
 
Kimberley Process Goals 
 The goals of the process are to document and track all 
rough diamonds entering a participating country, with 
shippers placing stones in tamper-proof shipping crates 
and providing enough detailed information about their 
origins to prove they did not originate in a conflict zone. 
 The KPCS isn't fully operational--probably normal for 
an agreement that involves the cooperation of dozens of 
governments and non-governmental agencies, and there 
are countries that haven't yet committed to the program. 
The goals of the KPCS will take time to achieve, but 
what's already been accomplished is a beginning, and 
with more cooperation the program can have a huge im-
pact on the trade of conflict diamonds. 
 
Consumers Can Help 
 Retailers cannot guarantee that the diamond you pur-
chase is not a conflict diamond. As consumers, we have 
the power to change that, by demanding details about the 
diamonds we buy. Demanding proof that a stone is con-
flict-free sends a powerful message to the world that we 
will not support an industry or nation that helps fund terror 
groups. Change won't happen overnight, but it will hap-
pen if we are persistent. 
 
Canadian Diamonds 
 Canada has made progress in identifying diamonds 
originating in its mines. The Voluntary Code of Conduct 
for Authenticating Canadian Diamond Claims sets a stan-
dard for authentication of claims that a diamond is Cana-
dian. 
 The Code requires tracking for a diamond's progres-
sion from the mine to its retail destination, and includes 
requirements for proper handling, packing and marking of 
all diamonds that are represented as Canadian stones. 
There's no way to absolutely guarantee a stone is Cana-
dian, but the process definitely helps eliminate doubt. 
 The program is voluntary, so not all retailers partici-
pate. Those who do must provide consumers with: 

 The diamond Identification Number 

 The retailer's name and address 

 An invoice number and the date of the invoice 

 The polished diamond description 
 
Bottom Line 
 It's difficult for most of us to imagine what life must be 
like in countries where diamonds are the source of so 
much chaos and suffering. It's not something that's re-
ported heavily in the press--is it something you think 
about when you're shopping for diamonds? 
 Take some time to learn more about the problems that 
conflict diamonds are creating, then follow your heart the 
next time you shop for a diamond 
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The Fraser River Trilobite 
 
 Fossils are exceptionally rare in archeological sites. A 
few examples have been documented from sites in 
Europe; none has previously been reported from Canada.  
 Upper and lower surfaces of a calcite wafer with a well
-preserved specimen of Labiostria westropi Chatterton 
and Ludvigsen found at an archeological site along the 
Fraser River. The specimen must have been picked up on 
Tanglefoot Creek, 500 km to the east.  

             Wafer is 4.5 cm across. Photo by RL (c). 
   An Interior Salish (Nlaka’pamux) archeological site in 
the Fraser River canyon north of Yale in central British 
Columbia has yielded an assemblage of projectile points, 
scrapers and knives of basalt and nephrite which appears 
to date from the last 2000 years, but it may be as old as 
5000 years. Among these lithic tools lay an unexpected 
prize -- a complete articulated trilobite 3 cm long, pre-
served in a peculiar fashion -- on a thick round nodule 
formed of parallel needle-like calcite crystals oriented per-
pendicular to the fossil. The trilobite is well preserved and 
readily identifiable as Labiostria, a rather obscure Late 
Cambrian trilobite known only from a few localities in 
western North America. 
 This trilobite could not have been picked up anywhere 
near the Fraser River or, indeed, from any locality in cen-
tral British Columbia where the oldest rocks and fossils 
are Devonian in age. Cambrian rocks and fossils are 
widespread in the province, but only in the easternmost 
portion that was part of Laurentia, geological North Amer-
ica. 
 A rich assemblage of Upper Cambrian trilobites occurs 
at a single site on Tanglefoot Creek in the Hughes Range, 
in the south-eastern part of the province near Cranbrook. 
Virtually all trilobites found here are complete specimens 
preserved in the centre of individual wafers composed of 
needle-like crystals of calcite. The second most abundant 
trilobite in this fauna is Labiostria westropi, a species that 
is known only from one other site -- the archeological site 
on the Fraser River. 
 In all likelihood, the Fraser River trilobite was picked 
up from among the pebbles in Tanglefoot Creek hundreds 
or possibly thousands of years ago by a native traveler; 
presumably because it had curious and intriguing mark-
ings. It might have been considered a talisman, but in any 
case it must have been carried or traded person to person 
across the Columbia Mountains and the entire Okanagan 
Plateau; eventually ending up at the site on the Fraser 
River north of Yale -- 500 km away. 
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There are 140,00 sites on the internet dealing with the 
subject of :”Conflict Diamonds”,  I  checked a few of 
them and recommend you visit these for further informa-
tion. 
   
http://www.un.org/peace/africa/Diamond.html 
 
http://www.amnestyusa.org/amnestynow/diamonds.html 
 
http://web.amnesty.org/pages/ec_kimberley_process 
 
http://www.americanradioworks.org/features/diamonds/
sierraleone1.html 
 
http://www.kimberleyprocess.com/ 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lets break the link    
The link between diamond smuggling and the arming of 

human rights abusers. 
 

 
True North Gems cuts laser inscribed 2.39 
carat emerald gemstone 
 
 Vancouver---November 5, 2003---True North Gems 
is pleased to announce that a 2.39 carat emerald has 
been faceted from a sample collected underground dur-
ing the 2003 exploration program at the Company's 100 
percent owned Regal Ridge emerald project located in 
the Canadian Yukon. This is the largest emerald faceted 
from a Canadian source. 
 The 2.39-carat emerald was cut from a 3.31-gram 
(16.55 carat) rough emerald. It is classified as vslbG 5/5 
stone and ranks as a "top value" stone according to 
Gemological Institute of America's Emerald Color Value 
designation. 
 "The 2.39 carat gemstone offers evidence that the 
quality and quantity of gem emeralds can improve as we 
continue exploration underground," says Bernie Ga-
boury, President and COO of True North Gems. "This 
also validates our exploration model for predicting the 
location of gem quality emerald deposits." 
 In addition, this is the first Canadian emerald gem-
stone to be laser inscribed to provide a permanent 
marker that authenticates its origin and identification. 
Though laser technology is currently in use to certify 
and trademark Canadian diamonds, the application of 
innovative cold laser technology is required to success-
fully perform the same function on emerald. 
Full disclosure of the emerald's gemological description 
and treatment, along with images of the polished 2.39-
carat emerald and the permanent identification marker 
are available on the True North Gems' website at http://
www.truenorthgems.com. 



Why Is a Bracelet Called a Bracelet? 
By Sandra I. Smith 1996 
     
 Do you know why that piece of jewelry that goes 
around your arm is called a bracelet? Or why a hair clasp 
is called a barrette? And how about brooch - that's a 
strange name to call an ornament fastened to your cloth-
ing. I make jewelry and normally all I think about is de-
signs and colors. But one day my mind strayed further, 
piquing my curiosity as to why a bracelet is called a 
bracelet. A few hours at my local library revealed some 
very interesting origins of jewelry names.  
 Early jewelry was made only from gold, silver, and pre-
cious stones. Today's jewelry may be made from any ma-
terial, including base metal, wood, glass, or plastic. As 
you might expect, jewelry comes from the word jewel, 
which first entered the English language around 1250. 
Jewel was the anglicized version of the Old French word 
jouel. The French came from the Latin word jocale. The 
origin of that word is lost in time, but it meant plaything. 
Since many crafters of jewelry today make fun pieces per-
haps we aren't as far removed from the early makers of 
playthings we think we are.  
 Barrette is, as you might guess, a French word. It 
came into use during the 12th century and is the diminu-
tive of barre, French for bar. Barre is traceable to the 
Latin barra (which meant rod), but fades into obscurity 
before then. A bar is a long, evenly shaped piece of wood 
or metal used for a mechanical purpose. Today's bar-
rettes may be made from many more materials than wood 
or metal, but they are still used for the mechanical pur-
pose of restraining flyaway hair.  
 And while we are on the subject of restraining, think 
about neckties, specifically the bola tie. Tie is derived 
from teagh, used in 10th century English. A teagh was a 
cord or string used for fastening, binding, or wrapping 
something. Bola is Spanish for ball, which came from the 
Latin word bulla, meaning bubble. In the 1800's a bola in 
American Spanish was a weapon consisting of two or 
more heavy balls secured to the ends of one or more 
strong cords. The bola tie was invented about 1960 and 
because of its appearance, its inventor named it after the 
bola. Bola is NOT the same as bolo. A bolo is a machete 
used for hacking, primarily in the Philippines. Think "ouch" 
when you see the "o" in bolo and remember it isn't some-
thing you want near your neck.  
 In Old England, before 900, your neck was known as 
your hnecca. Neck + lace makes necklace, a piece of 
jewelry consisting of a string of stones, beads, or jewels, 
or a chain of gold, silver, or other metal, meant to be worn 
around the neck. Lace in necklace does not come from 
the same source as the lace our grandmothers tatted, but 
rather means a cord or string for holding or drawing to-
gether. It was called las in Middle English, which came 
from the Ninth Century French word laz. It began as the 
Latin word laqueus, which means noose. Makes you won-
der what those early necklaces felt like!  
 Brocca is Latin for spike. In 12th Century England, it 
was broche, which was a pin or peg and was closely re-
lated to broach, which means to pierce. These are the 
root words for brooch, which is a large ornamental pin 

with a clasp, worn by women, usually at the neck. As of-
ten as I've pierced my finger trying to close a clasp, per-
haps brooch is a better word choice than it first appeared 
to be.  
 And now for that ornamental band that we call a 
bracelet. Why don't we call it an armlet or wristlet? There 
was a Latin word armus and an Old English word earm, 
both of which referred to the upper limb of a human body. 
These, however, related originally to the human ability to 
make things and are a part of the development of the 
word art. Another Latin word, brachiale, which means be-
longing to the arm, became Old French bracel. The di-
minutive of bracel is bracelet.  
 I'm ready to go back to the fun of making jewelry; and 
thinking about new designs and different colors to use. 
But I'll also be thinking about how barras, bolas, laqueus, 
and broccas became jewelry; and why a bracelet is called 
a bracelet.  
  

  What's It Worth? 

 
 This is probably the most asked question by people. 
The hobby has been changing over the past couple of 
decades. You still have a group of true hobbyist that set 
no price or value on stuff they have collected. While we 
are on the subject lets break down the whole into some 
groups. You have the true collector, the dealer, the guy 
that digs and sells in order to get some extra money and 
the investment collector. Now ask a person from each of 
these groups of what the value of a particular crystal and I 
am willing to bet you will get a different price and answer. 
 There is no guide book to let you know what each 
crystal should be worth. Crystals are like us, there are no 
two alike.....maybe similar. So now where does that leave 
us? Seems like we are more in the dark than we started. 
 Ok, lets start with a particular crystal. We need to look 
at what kind it is, lets say quartz because quartz is a com-
mon crystal and looks nice. Next we look at the location 
where it came from, does this area produce a lot of crys-
tals ? Size, is this quartz crystal small, medium or large 
for the area? Are there any other types of crystals located 
on it to make it unique ? Last but not least, is it of good 
quality?.... no cracks, dings or pieces missing ( a com-
plete crystal).....I find it better to leave it as a matrix (what 
the crystal is sitting on) and have the buyer cut or break 
the piece to get what he is after.  
 I can remember once asking a dealer at a show when 
I was first starting out what a crystal I had collected was 
worth. His reply was, as much as the buyer was willing to 
pay. To this day that thought still comes to mind. When I 
have been to shows to add to my collection some people 
have told me that I paid too much for certain ones. I know 
different, we each look for what applies to us, and know 
what we can afford to spend. If I were looking to buy in 
order to sell to make money it would be in bulk where you 
can average the prices over a group and the seller can 
sell for less because he knows he will not have to sit on 
them for awhile with his money tied up.  
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Precious Metal Clay 
An Introduction to the Material, Tools and Techniques of 
Working with Precious Metal Clay 
 
What is PMC? 
 Precious Metal Clay represents a dramatic develop-
ment in the handling of precious metals. PMC consists of 
microscopic particles of silver or gold suspended in an 
organic binder to create a pliable material with a consis-
tency similar to modeling clay. PMC can be worked with 
the fingers and simple inexpensive tools to create a vast 
range of forms and surfaces that would be unattainable or 
laborious with traditional techniques. 
 When heated to a high temperature, the binder burns 
away and the metal particles fuse to form solid metal that 
can be sanded, soldered, colored and polished like con-
ventional material. This booklet describes some of the 
techniques devised for PMC and will guide you through 
your first firing experience. 
History 
 Precious Metal Clay was developed by scientists 
working at the Mitsubishi Materials Special Products divi-
sion in Sanda, Japan. After years of experimentation the 
first patents were awarded in the early 1990s with many 
additional materials joining the family of products. The 
principle ingredient of PMC is gold or silver, reduced to 
tiny flakes smaller than 20 microns in size. As a point of 
reference, it would take as many as 25 of these particles 
clumped together to equal a grain of salt. 
 The other ingredients in PMC are water and an or-
ganic (naturally occuring) binder. After firing, the water 
and binder have completely burned away so what re-
mains can be hallmarked as .999 silver or gold.Dried out 
or unwanted objects can be refined just like conventional 
precious metal. 
How Does It Work? 
 Under the proper conditions, crystals of metal fuse 
together in the same way that droplets of water run to-
gether to make larger puddles on the window pane. In the 
case of metals, oxides (tarnish) that form naturally on 
most metals prevent this from happening. The solution 
here is to use precious or noble metals in their pure state. 
These do not readily oxidize so even at the high tempera-
tures needed to induce fusion they remain free of coat-
ings. This explains why there is not a brass or sterling 
version of PMC - short of firing in a vacuum it won't work. 
Form 
 Using very simple tools and your own very talented 
fingers, PMC is rolled, pressed, squeezed, layered and 
molded into a desired shape. Parts can be added, re-
moved and refined as you go, making this a spontaneous 
and liberating process. 
Fire 
 After it has dried, the PMC object is taken to a specific 
heat (as described on page 9). This drives off whatever 
moisture remains, then burns the binder. This goes off as 
a harmless smoke. At this point the PMC is a fragile po-
rous metallic husk. At higher temperatures the particles 
melt into one another to form a solid dense metal. 
Depending on the type of PMC, this can take from 10  

After firing, the object can be handled like any other gold 
or silver item. It can be soldered, burnished, buffed, tum-
bled, plated, etc. to achieve whatever finish you want. 
Three Kinds of PMC & ldots; 
 The Original! This version has the best working prop-
erties and remains moist a bit longer than the others. It 
shrinks 28%, so textures and details are enhanced after 
firing. Objects made on original PMC remain slightly po-
rous even after proper firing. This means they are lighter 
than the same size object made of wrought silver, but 
also means strength is reduced. 
 This version, called "PMC Plus" is made of a differ-
ently shaped metal particle and contains less binder. The 
shrinkage rate is 12-15%. PMC+ offers three distinct firing 
options, two of them at lower temperatures than the origi-
nal. Objects made of PMC+ can go from clay to metal in 
as little as 10 minutes. This material is about 10% more 
expensive than original PMC because of increased mate-
rial costs. 
 PMC3, the third member of the family, is as dense as 
PMC+, fires as fast, but does all this at remarkably low 
temperatures. Three distinct firing options provide a range 
that makes this especially useful for co-firing glass, 
findsings and some stones. 
& ldots; Available in Several Forms 
Lump 
 The most popular form because from here you can 
make sheet, wire, paste and volumetric forms. 
Slip 
 This material is specially formulated to allow it to be 
pressed through a nozzle. If you have ever decorated a 
cake you can master PMC Slip. Sold loaded into a dis-
posable syringe. 
Paste 
 A thick slurry that is used to fill joints, adhere parts and 
create luscious frosting-like surfaces. 
Paper 
 Mitsubishi developed this for the Japanese art of ori-
gami, but American artists have found this thin leathery 
sheet useful for weaving, braiding and to create drapery 
effects. 
Sheet 
 Thick version of the paper, excellent for rings, backing 
plates, medallions and more. A range that makes this es-
pecially useful for co-firing glass, findings and some 
stones. 
Suggested Handtools 
Basics 
 Sheets of plastic or glass make terrific and portable 
work surfaces. Use mylar sheets, page dividers or plastic 
signs. Most PMC artists start with this: 
dish with sponge for water 
paintbrush 
plastic tube as a roller 
straws (for making holes) 
needle tool 
palette knife 
rubber-tipped color shaper 
ruler 
toothpicks 
Specialty Tools 
As your insterest grows you'll find yourself adding tools to  
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your collection. In addition to your own discoveries you 
might find these useful: 
tweezers 
tissue blade 
magnifiers 
stiff flat brush (for smoothing) 
rubber stamps 
texture plates 
small chisels 
playing cards (spacers for thickness) 
files 
manicure sanding boards 
plastic design templates 
blacking patina solution 
Basic Techniques 
 Put a few drops of olive oil on your palms before start-
ing; this will help keep the clay moist. To make sheets, 
use a roller as you would for pie crusts. To make a uni-
form thickness, set two equal stacks of playing cards on 
each side of the lump. Thicknesses of 3-6 cards is typical 
for jewelry items. 
 A kitchen knife, an X-Acto blade or the edge of a card 
can be used both to cut pieces and to lift them off the 
sheet. When joining parts, set them close together and 
apply a drop of water with a pointed brush. Allow this to 
penetrate for a few seconds then press the parts together. 
It's that easy! 
 To achieve rich textures, either press the PMC against 
a rough surface or roll the surface over a sheet of PMC. 
Even simple objects like bottle caps leave interesting 
trails, and natural objects like leaves, bark and wood offer 
many possibilities. 
 One way to make a loop for a pendant is to roll out a 
rod that you then form in a loop. Cut off the ends to make 
a solid attachment, moisten with water and press into po-
sition. Another way is to cut a crescent in the edge of the 
piece and press a ball of clay into that space. Poke a hole 
with a needle tool or a straw and then after firing feed a 
loop through that hole. 
 Most work is done with moist clay but it is also possi-
ble to work with PMC after is has dried. You might want to 
get the general idea of a form then refine it with carving 
tools or files when it is leather hard. To join parts at this 
stage either use slip or a household glue. 
 If the PMC becomes dry as you work, spray or brush 
on a little water (not too much!) and cover it with plastic 
wrap for a few minutes to allow it to rehydrate.If you acci-
dentally add too much water just set the PMC aside 
loosely wrapped and allow it to dry out. 
 To make rings, wrap tape around a dowel to create the 
correct size (i.e. 12% larger than the intended final size). 
Cover this with plastic wrap and work on this form. When 
the ring is finished, preferably before it has dried, slide it 
off. 
 Allow the work to air dry or with speed up the process 
with a hair dryer, on a heater, or in a slow oven. To allow 
air to reach all sides, set work on a screen, a wad of pa-
per towel or a piece of foam rubber. 
Using Sringe and Paste 
 PMC Slip comes pre-loaded in a plastic syringe, ready 
to use. Clip off the tip with scissors to create the size noz-
zle you need, remembering that the PMC will shrink in 
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firing. The possibilities of using syringe are enormous, 
and here are a few thoughts to get you started. 
Decoration 
 Use the syringe to make trails that curl and loop 
around your designs. Particularly when the work is black-
ened and polished, these make the surface more active 
and interesting. 
Stonesetting 
 Press a lab-grown gem into position and trap it with a 
network of threads from the syringe. 
To Make a Net 
 On a sheet of plastic, squeeze out a series of lines, 
say 1/4" apart. Cross this with a similar series at a right 
angle. Return to the first direction and lay threads of PMC 
between the first lines, then repeat in the second direc-
tion. The effect will appear woven. 
For Repairs 
 Because of its handy dispenser and strength, use 
PMC+ slip to attach parts, repair breaks and reinforce 
delicate areas, for instance where a loop attaches to a 
pendant. 
On Ceramics 
 Both syringe and paste bond to glazed or unglazed 
ceramics. Be certain the surface is clean and apply the 
PMC firmly enough that there are no air spaces beneath 
it. 
For Transitions 
 Use paste to fill between elements when creating an 
organic effect. 
Molds, Hollow Forms & More 
 PMC lends itself easily to working with molds, either 
commercially made or molds you make yourself. These 
allow for repeated elements and the production of multi-
ples. Hollow forms allow your work to be light and helps 
you stretch your PMC. 
Soap 
 A simple way to get started is to carve a pattern into a 
bar of soap. Press PMC into the depression, peel it away, 
and you have a molded form. If you don't like the result, 
rework the carving and try again. Need a dozen? It's a 
simple matter of repetition. 
Rubber Molds 
 Hobby shops sell a variety of molds intended for 
candy, candles and plaster. All will work for PMC, as will 
the cookie and butter molds you'll find at the kithen supply 
store. To make your own molds, buy a two-part silicone 
mold compound (like Rio Grande's Belicold, item #XXX-
XXX). Most molds do not need lubrication but if the PMC 
sticks, spray lightly with cooking oil (eg. PAM). 
Hollow Objects 
 Beads and other hollow forms are easy to make with 
PMC. Start by making a core from a material that will burn 
away completely. Examples include paper clay, Styro-
foam, tissue, bread and cereals. Coat these with PMC, 
decorate and fire. In some cases the cores will send off 
smoke that you will want to vent. 
Firing Tools 
 PMC can be fired in any device that will sustain the 
required temperature for the recommended time. These 
range from inexpensive torches and furnaces that need 
constant attention to programmable kilns that are fully 
automatic. When done correctly, all these devices will   



yield an equally strong result. Beyond reliability and con-
venience there is no reason to prefer one method over 
another. 
Kilns 
 Small electric kilns are ideal and can also be used for 
glass, ceramics and burn out. A programmable unit allows 
you to set the ramp (heating up time), the holding tem-
perature and the length of time the kiln will hold the de-
sired temperature. Large ceramic kilns are not recom-
mended because they usually have too much flucuation in 
heat from one area to another. 
Torches 
 It is possible to fire PMC+ and PMC3 with any torch 
customarily used for jewelry work. Set the work on a sol-
dering block in a dimly lit space and heat until the PMC 
glows red. Hold at a clear red for the prescribed time. A 
butane torch with a special nozzle reduces the risk of 
overheating. 
Other Firing Arrangements 
 The introduction of PMC3 opens the door to a wide 
range of firing devices such as hot air guns, pellet (solid 
alcohol/Sterno) furnaces and some camp stoves. 

 500° F (260° C) Binder burns up, some flame, smoke 
and odor. 

 1000° F (538° C) PMC starts to show dim red glow. 

 1100° F (593° C) Clear red color; threshold for early 
sintering. 

 1200° F (650° C) Glowing red color, hold PMC3 here 
for 20 minutes. 

 1300° F (700° C) Bright red color, hold at this temp. 
for 10 minutes. 

 1400° F (760° C) Luminous, vibrant red color. 

 1500° F (815° C) Brilliant red/orange color. 

 1600° F (870° C) Glowing red/orange color; surface 
shimmers. 

 1700° F (926° C) Surface shimmers and appears wet. 

 1761° F (960°C) Surface shines like mercury, edges 
curl and the silver will draw up into a ball. Do not get 
to this point. 

Firing Scenarios 
 For all types of PMC, allow the completed work to dry 
before firing. There is no problem with allowing PMC to 
dry Some natural stones may survive a PMC firing, par-
ticularly the low temperatures of PMC3, but there is al-
ways a risk that they will discolor or crack. Laboratory-
grown gems, however, are created at very high tempera-
tures and will always survive any of the firing scenarios 
shown on the preceding page. 
Original PMC 

 1650° F (900° C) for two hours 
PMC+ 

 1650° F (900° C) for 10 minutes, or 

 1560° F (850° C) for 20 minutes, or 

 1470° F (800° C) for 30 minutes 
PMC3 

 1290° F (700° C) for 10 minutes 

 1200° F (650° C) for 20 minutes 

 1110° F (600° C) for 30 minutes 
 Work can be allowed to air cool after firing or it can be 
quenched in water (as long as there are no stones or 
glass embedded in the piece). In all PMC the results after  

firing ar 100% pure metal. Work can be marked as 
Ag .999 or F/S for silver and 24K or Au .999 for gold. 
Adding Gemstones 
 Some natural stones may survive a PMC firing, par-
ticularly the low temperatures of PMC3, but there is al-
ways a risk that they will discolor or crack. Laboratory-
grown gems, however, are created at very high tempera-
tures and will always survive any of the firing scenarios 
shown on the preceding page. 
To Set a Small Faceted Stone 
1. Prepare a seat or rim that will provide enough metal to 
surround the gem. This can be added to a form or built 
into the original shape. 
2. Make a conical hole with a pencil point or similar tool. 
3. Use a straw or similar tool to remove clay from beneath 
the stone. 
4. Set the gem in position and press it down until the table 
is below the surface of the work. Remember that the clay 
around and under the stone will be contracting and will 
squeeze the stone upward. To compensate for this, press 
the stone deeply into the clay. 
5. Fire as usual; air cool. 
To Set a Flat-backed Stone 
1. Create the object so that there is a smooth flat area for 
the stone. 
2. Roll out a rod then flatten it to make a thick strap. Wrap 
this loosely around the stone then use PMC paste to join 
it securely to the base. If needed this can be scraped 
smooth when dry. 
3. For large stones, make a "pie crust" cut in the back to 
allow the PMC to shrink without tearing. 
To Set a Heat Sensitive Stone 
A.  Photocopy the stone with enlargement of 12% or 28% 
depending on the version you are using. Make a bezel 
around this shape and attach as above. 
B.Wrap tape or polymer clay around the stone to make it 
larger, then press PMC over this to make a bezel that will 
be the correct size after firing. Remove the stone and at-
tach as above. 
Finishing 
 After firing, silver PMC has a characteristic matte white 
color. Because the surface has a microscopic texture, the 
effect is like there is a powdery skin on the silver. Press it 
even lightly and you will see how the texture gives way to 
a reflective silvery shine. As you might infer from this, 
some form of burnishing should always be part of the fin-
ishing process.&#9; 
Hand Burnishing 
Perhaps the most basic (and rewarding) way to polish 
PMC is to rub it with any hard smooth object. Commercial 
burnishers offer a time-tested shape in a comfortable han-
dle, but you can use knitting needles, teaspoons and pol-
ished nails. Lubricate the action with a few drops of water 
and rub the PMC in all directions to make it shine. Follow 
this with a polishing cloth to remove burnishing marks. 
Polishing Papers 
 Exciting developments in the last decade have given 
us a huge new selection of abrasive papers that not only 
cut faster but also leave a brighter shine than was possi-
ble with papers before. Move systematically from coarse 
to fine grits, changing directions with each switch. For 
increased leverage, wrap the papers around a tongue  
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depressor or similar support. 
Scratchbrushing 
 Brushes made from very thin brass or stainless steel 
wires can be used to burnish PMC. Lubricate with any sort 
of soap and work under a slow drizzle of water. Scrub in 
all directions. This can be used in conjuction with any 
other technique. 
Tumbling 
 A tumbler is a mechanical device in which hundreds of 
steel balls and rods cascade against jewelry objects as 
they rotate in a drum like a miniature clothes dryer. The 
advantages are that many pieces can be done at once 
and that individual handling is minimal. For this reason 
tumbling is often the choice of production artists. 
Combining with Other Materials 
 Whole books can be written about the wealth of oppor-
tunities that exist to combine silver or gold PMC with 
glass, polymer, paper, leather, fabric, shells, found ob-
jects, enamels, wood &ldots; well, you get the idea. 
Polymer Clay 
 Make a PMC object and fire it as usual. Sand, burnish 
and complete any soldering, then press polymer clay ele-
ments into it. If possible, provide handles of silver to grip 
the polymer. Cure the polymer at its recommended tem-
perature (see package, manufacturers differ). This will 
cause no harm to the fired PMC. In some cases it is rec-
ommended to glue the polymer to the PMC. 
Glass 
 PMC can be used with glass in many creative ways. 
There are many formulations of glass with a wide range of 
melting points. Expermentation is recommended. Com-
pleted PMC objects can be inserted into lampworked or 
blown glass, and glass can be slumped over it. Silver has 
a tendency to create a green tint in some glass. To reduce 
stresses, all glass should be cooled slowly in a process 
called "annealing." 
Enamels 
 PMC is made for enameling! Create a silver object with 
recesses, fire and finish as usual. Wash enamel powders 
and pack them into the recesses. Dry and heat (torch or 
kiln) until the powders melt and fuse. Repeat as needed to 
fill the cavity. 
 It is also possible to mix enamel powders into PMC to 
create a metal/glass hybrid. Knead equal parts together, 
model a form and fire for a slightly shorter time than usual. 
Found Objects 
 PMC can be used with brass, steel and nickel silver 
elements, though because of heavy oxidation the PMC 
will not fuse to base metals. Plan ahead to create a me-
chanical connection like a hook, prong, rivet or undercut 
to secure the pieces together. 

Health & Safety 
Totally Non-Toxic 
 Precious Metal Clay has been certified by an inde-
pendent testing facility to be safe in every phase of its use 
and to confirm to ASTM D4236. Issues of safety arise not 
from PMC, but in the normal use of the high temperature 
furnaces used in the sintering process. These kilns should 
be positioned on a stable surface, away from combustible 
materials. Never leaeve a kiln unattended and take spe-
cial care if animals or young children are in the area. As  

always, when working around heat, wear appropriate 
clothing, avoiding clothes made of synthetic fabrics. There 
is little reason to stare into a kiln but if you need to do this, 
proteactive lenses should be worn. (see your Rio Grande 
Tools and Equipment catalog). 
Storage and Shelf Life 
 You'll notice that Precious Metal Clay is packed in an 
air-tight foil pouch to preserve its freshness. Use this pack 
or a good quality plastic wrap (or both) to keep the clay 
moist. It is good practice to take out only what you can 
use in a few minutes and to add a few drops of water to 
the lump at the end of each work session. 
 All three versions of PMC can be rehydrated if they dry 
out, though it is difficult to achieve the homogenous con-
sistency of fresh PMC. To restore dried material, poke the 
lump with holes or dice it into small pieces. Add water by 
kneading, then set the PMC aside to allow the water to 
penetrate. Allow at least a day, more if the clay was very 
dry. With the sample wrapped in plastic, knead repeatedly 
to force the water into the dense metal structure. If you 
accidentally add too much water, spread the PMC on a 
piece of plastic, glass or waxed paper and allow it to dry 
to a usable consistency. 
  

Lime Creek, Idaho  
By    Russ Olson, Trail, B.C. 
 
 My Rock Hound buddy, George Reeves, and myself 
did at least 15 years of rock hunting together, since nei-
ther of our wives were interested in this part of the hobby.  
At first we used my 4x4 truck for the trips and later 
George purchased a used camper which had most of the 
conveniences of home – a fridge and hot plates to name 
a few.  The first 10 years were spent mostly rock hunting 
in Oregon – Madras/Prineville and south of there; Idaho – 
Grave Yard Point, Challis and Spencer; plus Montana – 
Boulder and Custer area to name a few. 
 This rock area I wanted to let people know about was 
the Lime Creek, Challis area.  I found, in the two days 
George and I spent there, - petrified wood, nice fortified 
and banded agate (some rivals with Botswana agate had 
deep purple and white bands), pink stilbite crystals up to 
couple inches in length (clusters and twinned), and some 
interesting multi-colored chalcedony with green bulls-eyes 
and creamy white swirls. The area is desert with scrub 
grass here and there, no trees and is open range to cat-
tle.  Caution should be taken as there are a number of 
aggressive bulls, at least when we camped there.  There 
are many little hills and ravines to explore.  On one of 
these hills I found an odd item – a nicely finished 18x13 
mm sagenite stone.  My work was complete on this stone 
except to place it in a finding.  The purple and white 
banded agate was hosted in a rotten type of basalt which 
broke up into many pieces when struck by a rock ham-
mer.  The agate nodules ranged from marble size to duck 
egg sizes.  We only explored the first 5km of the dirt road 
leading into this area with much to explore yet.  I’m hop-
ing to return to this worthwhile area someday.  Note, if 
you ask in the small town of Challis where Lime Creek is 
the people are very helpful – from what I can remember, 
you can see Challis from the turn off to Lime Creek (West 
and a little south of Challis). 
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Lime Life 
BY Donald A.C. Bouffard, B.Sc.; F.G.A.C.; P.Geo.  
E mail donaldclay@shaw.ca 
 
   This piece is not about a rare exotic mineral, but about the 
effects of a very common mineral on life on this planet… 
Thus the title. It’s about appreciating limestone; common 
calcium carbonate.  Chalk.  
     One of the most common and widely diffused of miner-
als, it comes in many forms, mainly calcite. It occurs in 
many forms; as enormous and widespread white / tan sedi-
mentary rock masses throughout the world called limestone 
or as gorgeous, varied crystals prized by many collectors 
and rockhounds. Marble, its metamorphosed form, has 
been used for building and decoration for millenia.   
  Yet... we owe our very existence on earth because of its 
very presence. 
     Chemically, it is CaCO3, a combination of calcium, car-
bon and 3 parts oxygen. It holds captive in its stable chemi-
cal structure, the gas Carbon Dioxide (CO2), which would 
otherwise be major part of our home's atmosphere.  There 
would be so much CO2 in the air, that life would never have 
had a chance to develop.  Our atmosphere would be over 
40 times denser, 90 % CO2, 10% nitrogen, with little or no 
oxygen to breathe.   
     Earth would be exactly like Venus (shown above); the 
ultimate greenhouse effect gone wild... 
      Earth would be a version of Hell, with temperatures 
up to 460 degrees Celcius, (remember that water boils at 
100 degrees) and pressures that would immediately squash 
us into a thin organic smudge. No chance of water, and no 
way for life to gain a toehold. Anyone unlucky enough to be 
here would be simultaneously squashed by the pressure 
AND immediately carbonized. We’re talking seriously bar-
bequed! 
 Early in the Earth's history, about 4.5 billion years ago, 
as the planet cooled, all the CO2 given off by volcanoes 
reacted with calcium (and magnesium as well) in the pres-
ence of water to form HUGE limestone (and dolomite) de-
posits, such as those forming the famous White Cliffs of 

 Locked up in the crust, the carbon dioxide was pre-
vented from building up in the atmosphere, and thus cause 
a catastrophic runaway global warming of our planet.  
It has been calculated that up to 40 atmospheres of CO2 
are `locked up' in the known deposits of limestone, dolo-
mite and marble found throughout the world.   
 It is a very sobering and humbling thought to consider 
that something so commonplace as chalk, is directly re-
sponsible for our very existence on Earth. That means me, 
you and everything else on the planet! 
 It makes me appreciate the fragility of our survival on 
this planet, the only known abode of life.  We now have the 
power to create changes in our environment, in ways we 
are only beginning to understand. Our actions can be de-
structive or constructive... the choice is ours to make. 

 So, the next time you 
hold a piece of blackboard 
chalk in your hands, or one 
of your prized pieces of 
iceland spar and its lovely 
double images, think about 
it. 
 I have. If not for these 
worldwide chalk deposits, I 
couldn't be here writing this 
piece for you, and quite 
frankly, you wouldn't be 
here reading it… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D.A.C.B., just a scientist  
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Museum plans in northern Alberta  
bite Drumheller 
 
 GRANDE PRAIRIE, Alta. (CP)  -Plans to build a multi-
million-dollar dinosaur museum in northwestern Alberta 
are not sitting well with officials in Druroheller, home to a 
world renowned museum of the prehistoric reptiles. 
 Hoping to boost lacklustre regional tourism numbers, 
area municipal and economic leaders are talking about a 
$10-million facility being built on the Pipestone Creek 
Park dinosaur bone bed, 28 kilometres west of Grande 
Prairie.' 
  The museum — expected to be simlar to the Royal 
Tyrrell Museum in Drumheller — will be the centrepiece 
of a new dinosaur trail for tourists that would stretch from 
central Alberta into northern British Columbia. 
  "At the present time this region doesn't have a nation-
ally or internationally recognized tourist attraction and the 
greatest single tourism draw in the world right now is di-
nosaurs," said Walter Paszkowski, project organizer and 
a former Alberta cabinet minister. 
 "The construction of a first-rate dinosaur attraction 
would revolutionize tourism in the northwest and allow us 
to market ourselves globally." 
 With all the region's dinosaur fossils currenty being 
shipped to Drumheller, a museum would finally allow the 
local economy to benefit from those finds, said Roy Bor-
stad, reeve of County of Grande Prairie. 
 "We've got something here that no one else does — 
huge dinosaur bone deposits — and it's time we start to 
take advantage of them," said Borstad. 
 But officials in Drumheller say the proposed museum 
is a "danger" to the central Alberta town, which calls itself 
die Dinosaur Capital of the World. 
 "There is no doubt the construction of another major 
dinosaur museum will have negative economic impacts 
on Drumheller, especially if it offers an identical experi-
ence for tourists," said Jean-Marc Lacasee, general man-
ager of the Drumheller Regional Chamber of  
Development. 
 "Relying on dinosaur tourism is one of our main eco-
nomic drivers and we see the proposed museum as a real 
danger." 
 Dinosaur-related tourism draws 300,000 tourists each 
year to the Royal Tyrrell Museum and the bone-filled 
badlands, and those tourists spend $15 million annually. 
 The town has invested its heart and soul into promot-
ing the museum and dinosaur-related activities, placing 
model dinosaurs throughout its streets and using the ex-
tinct reptile on its logo. 
 "What makes me really worry is that I'm not sure the 
current marketplace demand for dinosaur tourism can fill 
both museums and communities," said Lacasee. 
 Plans for the proposed Grande Prairie-area museum 
are not yet finalized. It has already received support 
from Heritage Minister Sheila Copps. 
 Paszkowski said the Grande Prairie museum will not 
simply be a northern replica of Tyrrell, but rather some-
thing unique to the north. 
  "We're not out to hurt Drumheller." 

Pipestone Creek, near Grande Prairie  
 
 As early as 1974, local collectors knew that dinosaur 
remains rested along Pipestone Creek. Formal excava-
tions did not begin until 1986. That year, a crew from the 
Royal Tyrrell Museum of Palaeontology set to work on a 
huge bone-bed, where 2,200 bones from the ceratop-
sian Pachyrhinosaurus were discovered. 
 With the abundance of fossils found at Pipestone 
Creek, palaeontologists have been able to paint a fairly 
complete picture of Pachyrhinosaurus. Also found in this 
area have been numerous fossils of plants and amber - 
a precious stone made during prehistoric times from 
drops of tree resin. Resin is the sticky sap produced by 
cone-bearing trees. Amber often contains a prehistoric 
insect trapped inside. 
 
“Armoured cow” tracks found, location a secret 

 
 TUMBLER RIDGE (CP) - More dinosaur footprints 
have been discovered in an area gaining a name for 
prehistoric finds, but for now the exact location of the 
ancient tracks is being kept secret. 
 The prints were left about 100 million years ago by a 
large predator and herbivore, an animal described by 
one 
paleontologist as an "armoured cow." 
 They were noticed on a site being drilled for sour gas 
by Canadian Natural Resources Ltd. near Tumbler 
Ridge. 
 The company is worried amateur fossil hunters might 
endanger themselves by sneaking onto the industrial 
site. It's working with local dinosaur experts, but doesn't 
want the site's location announced publicly just yet, says 
Ruth Christensen, the company's manager of commu-
nity relations in Fort St. John. 
 "We don't to want to announce the location because 
we don't want people wandering up there that don't un-
derstand sour gas," says Christensen. 
 It's just the latest reminder of the region's prehistoric 
inhabitants to be turned up in recent years. 
 More than 200 footprints were discovered at one site 
near Tumbler Ridge and last summer scientists there 
unearthed a dinosaur's skeletal remains—a first for B.C. 
 

 

THE GEODE MAN 
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Rockhounding in the Atlantic 
by John Bowman 
 
   This summer, our vacation was geared to a visit with my 
mother and brother(s) who have taken up residence in 
Newfoundland. We flew to Nova Scotia, spent a few days 
there, one day in PEI and about two and a half weeks in 
Newfoundland. While it wasn't a rockhounding trip, we 
could not help but fit some of that in. 
 In fact, my first full day in Nova Scotia, we went to 
Parrsboro, which is the major rock collecting area along 
the Bay of Fundy. It has a very nice geological museum 
and an excellent rock shop. Since the tide was going out 
when we got there, we quickly headed to one of the col-
lecting sites around Partridge Island, looking for zeolites 
of various types, and amethyst. (Tide is important in this 
area as almost all of the collecting sites are under water 
at high tide). We found a few nice zeolite specimens at 
Partridge Island but the amethyst is very scarce and we 
did not find any to speak of. We then went back to the 
geological museum as they were having a walking tour to 
another site along the Bay. We had a nice walk on the 
beach and found more zeolite specimens. There were 
also fossils and dinosaur bones in cliffs in this area but we 
did not find anything of that sort on the beach. 
  When we were at the rock shop, I noticed a book on 
collecting sites in Nova Scoria that had just been pub-
lished. It looked very good so we bought one and used it 
to visit another collecting site, Indian Beach. This was 
probably the best site mat we went to, with lots of varie-
ties of zeolites as well as malachite and jasper. It was 
also a beautiful and isolated area. We kept a close eye on 
the tides by mis time, as this is not a good place to be 
caught at high tide. 
 The following day, we went to Joggins, Nova Scotia, 
which is one of me major fossil sites in the province. The 
rules here are that you can keep what you find on the 
beach including material that has eroded out of the banks 
but you cannot dig out of the banks. After wandering 
along the bank and picking out a few leaf fossils (nothing 
spectacular) I went down to the beach on the theory that 
something of interest could weather out of the banks and 
be deposited on the beach. I found the best piece along 
the beach. I am not sure what it is (a fossilized shell of 
some kind?) but it is quite unusual and made the trip 
worthwhile. 
     We did find other fossils while in the midst of other ac-
tivities in Nova Scotia. For example, we signed up for a 
boat trip out of Big Bras D'or Nova Scotia. While we were 
waiting for the boat to come back from the early trip, we 
wandered along the beach and began to notice all kinds 
of fossils. We collected a few specimens of leaf fossils 
there. We later stopped in Arsaig Provincial Park to take a 
break, and noticed a reference to there being fossils on 
the beach there. We then looked along the beach a found 
a fossil or two there. 
       We had not been able to find much in the way of 
rockhounding information for Newfoundland so we were 
not expecting much there. There are few if any rock clubs 
inNewfoundland. It would appear that the people there 
have other things to do, like trying to survive on very little,  
and do not have the interest in looking for rocks. Of  
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courcourse, there are lots of rocks in Newfoundland and 
many 
interesting rock formations. In Gros Mome Park, a high-
light of any trip to Newfoundland, the Tablelands area is a 
must see for any rockhound. In this area, the earth's man-
tle has boken the surface, leading to interesting rock  
formations. 
 We had met a rockhound in Nova Scotia who told us 
that we had to stop at Myers Minerals, a shop in Pasa-
dena, Newfoundland (near Comer Brook). We stopped 
there on our first day in Newfoundland and were glad that 
we did. The owner, Jaime Myers took the time to  give us 
a tour of his large production shop and showed us their  
line of products all made with rock from Newfoundland 
and Labrador. The feature rock is, of course, Labradorite. 
This is some of the most beautiful Labradorite that I 
have ever seen, much more colourful that the stuff from 
Africa that we are used to. They polish large slabs of Lab-
radorite and mount them on a rock base. They also make 
beautiful jewellery out of Labradorite (Diane bought some 
earrings). Another of the rocks that they use to make 
products such as wine racks and sculptures from is called 
virginite. It looks a bit like nickel silicate although it is 
slightly different. Dian was able to purchase a few slabs of 
it for use in her pottery creations. It takes a nice polish. 
This is not a rock shop. Their market is fairly high end and 
they do not sell rough in small quantities. They operate a 
quarry in Nain Bay in Labrador where the Labradorite 
comes from and also have quarries in Newfoundland 
where they get the virginite. The production shop is well 
worth visiting as they have some very unique equipment 
that they have custom built for making their products. 
    We collected specimens from a few places in New-
foundland, which we came across while doing other 
things. We went to a place called Bird Cove looking for a 
geological dig site. After driving a few miles off the high-
way only to find that the dig site was closed, we then 
looked around the beach beside the local fish plant and    
found some nice plates of calcite right on the beach. We 
took a small sample as we did not have room for the lar-
ger plates that were available. While travelling the west 
Newfoundland, we saw a reference to an area called Ta-
ble Point, which was supposed to have fossils. There is 
absolutely no signage telling you exactly where this place 
is. The first time we tried to find it, we were not success-
ful. On our second attempt, we found the spot and it was 
one of the most beautiful places we saw in Newfound-
land. The rock formations were very nice and there were 
lots of fossils, mostly marine creatures of various types. 
 On the hill overlooking my mother's house in Freshwa-
ter-Carbonear, we found some veins of quartz crystals 
and took home a small sample of those. I believe that 
there is lots of good material to be found in Newfoundland 
but you will have to find much of it though exploration 
yourself. Newfoundland remains very much an unspoiled-
place with much natural beauty and friendly people. We 
hope to visit again, perhaps next time with a camper, so 
we can explore more of the province. 
 
Why is it that when you're driving and looking for an ad-
dress, you turn down the volume on the radio? 
 



 Phoenicites: the largest fossil leaf 
 
 When archeological material is uncovered, established 
protocols ensure that important specimens and data are 
secured. Few provinces in Canada, however, have estab-
lished similar protocols for paleontological material. The 
paleobotanical treasure, here, was saved by the uncom-
mon action of an individual worker 

  
 
 
This 1.5 m long frond of the 
Upper Cretaceous palm 
Phoenicites from Duke 
Point on Vancouver Island 
is possibly the largest fossil 
leaf ever found in Canada. 
Malaspina College Collec-
tions.    
Photo by Maggie McColl 
(c). 
 
 
 
 

 On a hot day in early August 1996, bulldozer operator 
John Bell was busy moving large chunks of blasted Upper 
Cretaceous sandstone along the approach to the new 
ferry terminal at Duke Point, south of Nanaimo on Van-
couver Island. He spotted something peculiar on the un  

derside of a massive piece of grey rock. It was not a frac-
ture -- the closely spaced lines extending from a central 
axis were more reminiscent of a gigantic feather. It was 
definitely unusual. So, instead of adding this rock to those 
destined for crushing, Bell lifted the basket of the bull-
dozer up 3 metres and set the rock at the edge of the 
roadcut, right in front of the Cranberry Arms Inn. A stun-
ning plant fossil could then be seen -- a palm frond nearly 
2 metres long, possibly the largest fossil leaf ever found in 
Canada. 
 Other plant fossils were also present -- leaves with the 
veins in relief, conifer foliage, delicate fern fronds and,  
most surprising of all, exquisitely preserved flowers. The 
press was alerted and a spate of articles in Nanaimo and 
Victoria newspapers followed (one predictably referred to 
these plant fossils as "dinosaur salad"). Soon, amateur 
paleontologists descended on the site. And, in what can 
only be described as a rescue mission, fossiliferous 
blocks were snatched, literally in front of working bulldoz-
ers, to prevent their ending up as crushed stone. 
 These king-sized Cretaceous palm fronds 80 million 
years old are appropriately identified as Phoenicites impe-
rialis. Each frond consists of a stout gradually tapering 
rachis (a main axis of a compound leaf) up to 2 m long. 
The rays form a continuous sheet of 1 cm-wide plications 
that have the appearance of a fine venetian blind. In life, 
these leaves must have been leathery and tough. The 
generic name alludes to a similarity to the living date 
palm, Phoenix, but it is unlikely that they are closely 
related.  
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Mining industry for jewelers tools 
Copyright © Charles Lewton-Brain 2001 
   
 Saving some dollars on equipment can be really help-
ful to a shop's bottom line. Often tools and equipment 
from other industries prove useful, and are sometimes 
cheaper than regular tool suppliers. I think this behavior 
used to be called 'scrounging'. 
 When looking outside the jewelry world for tools and 
equipment there are a number of basic principles to use. 
Describe the problem you want to solve and then look for 
industries that have the same problem. Use contrast and 
comparison to understand a system faster and deeper. 
Look for the patterns, if something looks like somethig 
else there is probably a relationship. An example is Aqua-
plast, a wonderful plastic material that turns into soft putty 
in hot water and hardens stiffly at room temperature - just 
like pitch. It replaces pitch and shellac in stone setting, 
can be used to make handles, soft jaws for pliers and so 
on. Do you remember 'Friendly Plastic'? It is the same 
material, and works the same way. And so does the sheet 
material used to make lightweight casts for broken limbs. 
This means you can obtain aquaplast cheaply as scrap 
Friendly plastic (and your aunt thought that those balled 
up reject jewelry pieces were wasted), and if you are will-
ing to leave a used and cut off plastic cast on an anthill for 
cleaning (ooh that skin gunge) then you may be able to 
get some from a hospital worker friend....  
 It is important to 'shift categories', that is to look at how 
you (and other people) class things in your mind and see 
if you can break out of that 'putting things into mental 
boxes' behavior. An example is chasing tools which sell 
as high as $40.00 for 5 on Ebay while wooden boxes of 
80-100 watchmakers staking tools (the same hardened 
and tempered steel, same thing as chasing tools, and 
easily altered to suit ones purpose) sell for $20.00. 
Watchmakers tools are classed as 'obsolete' and 'only for 
fixing watches' but shift mental categories and that box is 
worth a pile.  
 A vital principle is looking for someone (or some indus-
try) who uses so much of something they do not value it. 
There are numerous examples of this.  
 The flint wheel from an older style disposable lighter is 
a great carbide steel burr that jewelers can otherwise pay 
several dollars for. It is made of in such quantities that 
they can be produced incredibly cheaply. When the lighter 
is empty the top can be knocked and pried apart and the 
flint wheel placed on a standard screw mandrel for the 
flexible shaft to obtain a carbide burr. It works like a rotary 
file for filing edges and coarse metal removal.  
Dry pickling acid (you know the ubiquitous brand I mean). 
is almost the same as sodium bisulfate which is com-
monly sold as 'swimming pool acid' and is used to change 
the pH of swimming pools and hot tubs. It is far less ex-
pensive there than at the jewelry suppliers ($1.50 for the 
same amount you would normally pay $6.00 for). It is also 
the main ingredient in most toilet bowl cleaners (this may 
say something about disposal) and can be bought very 
cheaply in drums as an industrial toilet bowl cleaner  
If you know someone who works in an institution (jail, 
school, factory, etc) they have large floor polishing ma-

they think the pads are worn out they are still good for our 
use, but even better are the round discs they punch out 
and throw away from the middles of the pad when they 
are mounted on the machine. Stiffen up the center with a 
little epoxy and they are essentially the same scotch brite 
discs for the polishing machine that jewelers pay up to 
eight dollars each for.  
 We can find vibratory tumblers cheaper at gun shops 
than jewelry suppliers (there are lots more gunners than 
jewelers). Generally about 30% cheaper.  
 Another auto example is waxes and transparent paints 
to protect metal surfaces, designed for expansion and 
contraction, extremes of temperature, acidic rain, ultravio-
let light, in short an ideal long lasting finish for certain 
metal objects. In the same way, Nicholas Lacquer, be-
loved by people who use patinas and metal coloring, is 
found most easily in music stores as it is used universally 
on high school marching band instruments as the longest 
lasting finish - a brutal testing ground for a product. Must 
be good.  
 Garden potassium sulfur solutions (sometimes called 
'lime sulfur spray') can be used to oxidize silver surfaces 
much like liver of sulfur does, as can photographers sele-
nium print toner solution (contains selenic acid-basically 
the same as most gun-bluing and 'brass black' type solu-
tions).  
 A source for titanium wire for making great soldering 
picks with is your local high tech bike shop-they use tita-
nium spokes and usually have bent ones for free.  
One can buy round leather dog chews in different diame-
ters at the pet store, cut them in half, drill through them 
and mount an appropriate sized hammer handle in them 
to make very inexpensive good quality leather mallets, 
particularly in the small sizes. Look for a chew that is solid 
all the way through as some will have cavities in them. 
$2.00 gets you three small mallets.  
 Use a 50 mm camera lens as a giant high quality 
loupe for working with. You can pick one up for free or 
cheaply from a camera shop if the iris diaphragm inside is 
broken. The optics are great on such a lens, and the field 
of view is large.  
 So, providing you take care not to endanger yourself 
by substituting one thing for another, scrounging can be 
really helpful in dropping that overhead over the long 
haul. 
 Charles Lewton-Brain is a goldsmith, author, and edu-
cator. He invented fold-forming, a completely new way of 
working sheet metals, and is the author of several jewelry 
books including one on bench tricks called "Cheap Thrills 
in the Tool Shop". If you have any favorite tricks to sug-
gest he is always collecting new ones. You can contact 
him at brainnet@telus.net.  
 All rights reserved internationally. Copyright © Charles 
Lewton-Brain. Users have permission to download the 
information and share it as long as no money is made-no 
comercial use of this information is allowed without per-
mission in writing from Charles Lewton-Brain.  
 
Doug's Theory: Black flies do not live in the woods until 
you start to dig, at which time and place they instantane-
ously appear to hold their annual convention.  
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Fossil termite excrement 
 
 Fossil wood is so drab that few paleontologists bother 
to examine it closely. However, a non-descript chunk of 
wood from the West Coast includes something quite spe-
cial -- cryptic evidence of the most ancient social behav-
ior. 
       Collishaw Point on Hornby Island in the Strait of 
Georgia is a favourite haunt of fossil collectors who come 
to search for the attractive Upper Cretaceous ammonites 
that occur in concretions at this site. A 10 cm diameter 
chunk of fossil driftwood includes cryptic fossils of some 
importance. A polished section of this wood reveals that it 
is riddled by unfilled holes about a centimetre across -- 
borings in the form of interconnected tunnels. Many of 
these holes are packed with six-sided millimetre-sized 
black pellets. These holes are galleries excavated by 
wood-boring insects and the black pellets could only be 
their fecal material -- frass to entomologists -- excrement 
backfilled into vacant galleries. 
 Many insects bore into wood -- beetles, termites, bees, 
ants, weevils, wasps and moths; but the order Isoptera 
(termites) is the only group that excavates galleries to 
make nests in the centre of wood. Termites are rare as 
fossils and termite nests in wood are almost unknown as 
fossils. The fossil log discovered on Hornby Island con-
tains the oldest termite nest anywhere on earth -- well 
dated as 70 million years old. 
 Termites are considered a menace now because they 
eat wood. Cellulose, however, cannot be digested directly 
by termites. Recent wood-eating termites live in close  

symbiosis with protozoans which break down the cellu-
lose into digestible carbohydrates in a fermentation cham-
ber in the termite’s gut. The Hornby nest and the fossil 
frass now provide strong circumstantial evidence that this 
termite-protozoan symbiosis dates, at least, from the Late 
Cretaceous. 
 Every living species of termite comprises separate 
castes -- queens, winged sexual forms, sterile workers 
and sterile soldiers -- each performing specific tasks in 
constructing and maintaining the nest and in ensuring the 
viability of the colony. So, although the Hornby fossils 
yield no direct evidence of the presence of different 
castes of termites in the Late Cretaceous, they must have 
existed then because a termite nest could only be built 
and maintained by the coordinated activity of different 
castes of one species -- diminutive evidence of perhaps 
the most ancient social behaviour discovered to date. 
 The termites that excavated the nest in that undistin-
guished log from Hornby Island shared their Cretaceous 
world with ammonites, dinosaurs, elasmosaurs, mosa-
saurs, ichthyosaurs and pterosaurs. These and many 
other animal groups perished in a cataclysmic mass ex-
tinction 65 million years ago. The termites, unperturbed in 
their sealed nests, carried on.  
  
Ben's Premise: The size and quality of verbally described 
crystals increases by a factor of two each time the collect-
ing tale is told. (Also known as the Fisherman's Law).  
Robert's Response: The listeners mind will compensate 
for Ben's Premise by decreasing by a factor of two for 
each collecting tale 
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Port Moody Rock & Gem Club-annual show 

By Gwen Langill 
 

On our recent mainland trip we were fortunate 
enough to be in the right place at the right time and were 
able to visit the port Moody Show and what a neat show it 
was. 

A fine selection of cases lined one wall with the first 
giving a bit of club history. Past presidents, executives, 
members and honorary member’s names on small 
plaques were placed on a book-like wooden stand deco-
rated with dogwoods of rhodonite and jade. Another club 
case held five smallish spheres and a marvellous collec-
tion of Montana agate cabs and clear crystals from Four 
Brothers Mountain. 

One case proclaimed “The Beauty of Crystals”. There 
was quartz in single spikes and in clusters with a clear 
crystal sphere mounted on a crystal stand with faceted 
crystals suspended from the stand. A black box and light 
showed one crystal to great advantage as it turned and 
caught the changing light. 

It was a real treat to visit with Elaine Thompson and 
to see her case of carvings. “The Challenge” showed a 
green soapstone buffalo with rear body partly polished 
and head and massive ruff a welter of white. Very effec-
tive!  The whitest of white alabaster was ma bear with her 
two feeding cubs “Safe in Mama’s Arms”. “I’m Gonna Kill 
it When I Catch It” was a greeny-gray talc cat, tail over his 
back crouching and ready to spring.  

A selection of fulgurites caught our eye- those strange 
glass-like hollow tubes that form as lighting strikes sand 
and becomes instantly super heated. The rough outer 
surface hides the usually smooth glassy interior.  

A small case of fluorite showed the soft colours in 
various ways. Single fluorite crystals on a shelf were pale 
lemon and blue. A goldfish had vertical waves of green 
and purple, while a bear had authentic hair marks. Turtle 
and frog were nearby, but I lost my heart to the cutest cat, 
sitting pretty with just a hint of the  purple in the opaque 
material.  

Super Montana agate- circular cabs with red, gray, 
blue, brown or black swirls moving through a clear back-
ground. Biggs jasper, some in belt buckles with patterns, 
designs and scenes looking like detailed photos and all 
polished to a mirror-like high gloss.  

Frank Tierney had two cases of absolutely stunning 
crystals. The smoky quartz was from various sites – Lola 
Pass, Montana, Slocan, Emerald Lake, Yukon and Baffin. 
The Mt. Ida specimen displayed a massive single crystal 
and clusters as well as another huge single crystal from 
Brazil. One long slender crystal had a smaller cluster on 
the end. What magnificent specimens!  

One case was most informative about crystals. There 
were samples of galena, mica, stilbite, gypsum, fluorite, 
quartz, calcite, amethyst and epidote. Cards informed us 
about crystal lore, formation, habit and cleavage.     

A variety of mines were represented – the Cheni Gold 
Mine’s Treasure Room showed off their amethyst. West-
ern had banded sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrite and gold. 
The Lornex Mine from Highland Valley also had pyrite. 
Molybdenite came from the Endako Mine.  

In the demonstration area of the main room Elaine 
was working on a larger buffalo and while we were there 
a hand faceter worked on a stone and a young lady was 
on the Genie. In the shop (and what a shop), next to the 
lunchroom I caught Geoff Cameron and Andrew Dannef-
fel working away. Andrew had a nice piece of jasper and I 
understand Geoff was responsible for some of the Mon-
tana agate and the Biggs jasper Very yummy!  

And speaking of next to the lunch room, what an at-
tractive area to nosh in. The ladies (Beth Johnson, Barb 
MacDonald, Diane Danneffel and Justine Rekunyk) 
served up the tastiest sandwiches, drinks and goodies. A 
perfect spot to rest up for the remainder of the show.  

After lunch we visited the member’s sale table and 
admired tiny gem trees, polished rocks, eggs, jewelry, 
slabs and sheets of polished stones in all shapes and 
sizes ready for setting.  

Rock About Gems was the dealer and had a wide 
selection to tempt. The rest of the show included Spin and 
Win, Silent Auction, Grab Bags, Bucket Raffle and to re-
lieve your frustration the Rock Smash – darn, it was just 
for the kids 

It was a very fine show. We had a great time. Con-
gratulations and many thanks to your show chair and your 
hard working club. 
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RIPPLE ROCK SHOW 
By Gwen Langill 
               
 Ripple Rock's 14th annual show has proved to be the 
resounding success that the club had hoped for. In spite 
of glorious summer weather when the public tends to 
head for the hills to snatch the last of the sunny days be-
fore the rains come, our attendance was up. The hall 
seemed full of interested spectators and the noise level 
was high. (Dare I say deafening?) 
 There is never a single reason for a successful show. 
It's always a team effort on the part of our own members 
and those of the island clubs who come early, stay late 
and just plain pitch in.  
 The demonstrators were scattered around a bit, but I 
managed to find them. Lorne Barclay had a case of his 
fall leaves and brollys and he was busy with one of his 
neat hummingbirds and a three leaf clover. Enjoyed an-
other look at the superb dogsled and team, but that stripy 
cat is still a favourite. Lorne tells me it is called "Noella" 
named by Irma Jardine, a faithful Parksville member who 
died some time ago. Love that centre piece of a polished 
pine cone that holds the jade dino.  
 Several faceters were on hand. Mabel was cutting the 
Petal 2 in amethyst C.Z. Jim was working on a facet of a 
piece of the corundum from Honeywell. This piece is not 
annealed making polishing a very long process. I admired 
the lavender C.Z. that won Jim the Sweetheart Trophy. 
Danny was working on a peridot. All three of that talented 
trio were award winners at the recent Vancouver Island 
Faceters competition.  
 Found Max working on another perfect piece of por-
phry. The 11 steps he follows were displayed and he was 
working through the various sizes of grit toward a final tin 
oxide polish. His case shows the marvellous range of col-
ours in porphry, both the background and the flowers.  
 Phil Watson had a nice display in front of his work 
space. A lovely silver pin like a treble clef with a tiny silver 
dogwood caught the eye. He was busy with a fairly wide 
silver ring that was ready for the opal cab. His faceted 
stones set in necklaces were dazzling. His case showed a 
gold wire pin with a fibre optic cab and another setting 
with a green stone  as well as delicate silver candle hold-
ers.  
 Sharon Landsborough had a nice display of her lovely 
chains. One partially done in semi-hard and square wire 
was holding a faceted lazer. A few more inches to com-
plete this gorgeous green necklace. Victoria stone I be-
lieve. 
 Lang had a score of blue flowers ready for a black wire 
tree. One of his latest has orange flowers and some quite 
spectacular islands. Managed to persuade him to show 
one of his trees done in green gar scales and one of ap-
ple blossoms (pink shells). Both have glazed colourful 
oriental figures that look just right with these beauties.  
 Nice to have Marg Wright back with us. She showed 
her small case of chains in gold, silver, and copper and 
gold and some with colourful beads. She was working on 
a double rope style that had a very rich look.  
 Rose brought the micro-mounts - that tiny microscopic 
world. Two new additions were wolfanite and quartz crys-

tals that looked like levels in a condo. I still like the 
"cheerios". Next to Rose the food table done by Rose and 
Joan of Alberni Club. They keep adding on and the table 
is positively groaning now! Napkins are thin, elegant thun-
der egg slices. I was hungry when I got there so I zeroed 
in on breakfast. The Arkansas agate bacon was very 
streaky if a bit blue but went with the sulphur scrambled 
eggs just fine. I like sausage (sandstone concretions), but 
where are the waffles?? Hot Choc and whipped cream 
are fine (Brazil agate and chalcedony rose), but where's 
my coffee??    
 On to the cases, and what a formidable case Charlie 
displayed. Marvelous workmanship in the various knives 
and hatchets surrounded on three sides by a painted for-
est. There was a fully carved obsidian gherka knife and 
another of jade.  
 Steel blades were encased in striking handles of par-
rot wing, chrysocolla, lapis, rhodonite, dallasite and blood-
stone. Lethal-looking throwing hatchets had handles of 
porphry, ocean agate and mahogany obsidian. Neat skin-
ning knives with arcs of steel and circular cabs of porphry, 
agate and a striking black and white swirly stone were 
front and center. Love the dog bone hatchet sitting atop 
the case. It was the second of its kind as Kirby stole the 
first!  
 And speaking of Charlie, what a great display of rock. 
It was a continuously busy spot as people examined the 
wide variety - petrified wood, Brazilian agate, rice rock, 
ulexite, realgar, crystals, turquoise, rhodonite, chrysanthe-
mum stone, Picasso marble, unikite, imperial jasper, psi-
lomelane. Fascinating meteorites too - one tiny piece from 
the 1947 Sikhote-Alin area is very heavy for the size. 
 Cowichan's case with the blue sky and burnt orange 
mountains makes one long for a return of the sun and 
sunny sites - a river of polished agates like the best cara-
mel candy tumbling down from the sun-drenched cliffs. 
(Can you tell the rains have come?)  
 Cubic Zirconia is certainly one of the best man-made 
gemstones. The clear crisp colours were shown to great 
advantage in the Vancouver Island Faceters new case.  
From lilac and lavender to pale lemon, red and smoky 
gray our island faceters expertise is a pleasure to re-visit.  
 Herb and Joan's "Simplicity of a Sphere" took another 
bow. The diagonal row of spheres is dazzling with glowing 
silver sheen obsidian and the petrified wood just two of 
these beauties. The sphere with the interior showing is a 
mystery to all who see it.  
 Lewis treated us to a look at some of his crystal collec-
tion. Smoky quartz from almost clear, just a whiff of 
smoke to quite dark in various sizes and very dark nearly 
black drusy. There was smallish nailhead quartz as well 
as gray calcite, dolomite and orange serandite.  
 Our club's pres is a talented faceter and his case 
showed off some of his spectacular rings. A possitive 
rainbow of flashing amethyst, pink and green C.Z. smoky 
quartz and citrine. Jeannie can wear a ring on every fin-
ger.  
 Jonanco has the widest variety of projects done at 
their hobby club. There was a tiny patchwork heart with 
feather stitching, a beautifully marked wooden bowl in 
pale tan and creamy streaks and the cutest soapstone 
bear contemplating a salmon at his feet. Irene Glatiotis's 
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wool art picture shows such depth you can almost walk 
right in. 
 Rose Mooney's collection of Suseki Stones is growing 
They are quite striking and another branch of the lapidary 
hobby that one can get interested in. Danny is kept busy 
making the neat wooden stands to hold the latest addi-
tion. 
 Great to have another look at Powell River's Light-
houses. I can almost hear the foghorn except that the sky 
is so blue. There is very nice jewelry in their second case. 
Gold wire wrap for an obsidian pin fits it so well and the 
silver filigree for the turquoise is perfect, the two just go 
together.  
 Petrified wood is so amazing. You can't tell from the 
rough outer covering what treasures lie within giving such 
beautiful colours and patterns. Port Alberni has quite a 
collection and the colour range goes from gray, red, 
green, blue, yellow, tan and brown.  
 Lois and Gloria of Courtenay have the most elegant of 
cases. Of course when it is "Designed By Nature", how 
can one be wrong. Beautiful specimens with perfectly 
matched matting and frames make it a stunning display.  
 Victoria's copper case spotlighted the glorious colours 
associated with copper. Lots of irregular shaped pieces 
along with flashes of malachite, chrysocolla, azurite and 
turquoise.  
 Ripple Rock's "Ducks and Dolphins" had their last out-
ing for this year. Who knows? Perhaps next year they will 
be accompanied by the bear family. The Vancouver Is-
land rocks are most attractive, nice to show what the is-
land has to offer. Still like the dumortierite best, not just 
because I can spell it!  
 On to visit with the dealers, an important part of our 
show. Ross and Rose of Eagle Gem & Gift have every-
thing to enable you to finish a project. The sample kits of 
minerals would certainly get a collection off to a good 
start. Some great books to occupy a wet evening - Rick 
Hudson's two, Cam Bacon's one and an Encyclopedia of 
Rocks, Minerals and Gemstones and one called "Dig it, 
How to Collect Rocks and Minerals." 
 Club member Harvey Waite had a good selection of 
his impressive lamps and bookends. Some of the book-
ends were a conglomerate, dark gray sections in a mot-
tled white, gray and black. 
 So great to have Doug back in our midst. He had a 
fine selection of slabs in all sizes neatly set out for view-
ing - jasper, agate, dallasite, porphry etc. Love the white 
and rose colored agate it could be the base for many a 
project.  
 Joan Hoye had some of her exquisite jewelry and or-
naments. A thin slice of a thunder egg in gray and muted 
orange held a dragonfly with silver filigree wings and an 
abalone body. Another sparkly white slice held a silver 
filigree butterfly with an oval tiger iron cab. A triangular 
silver setting was a stunning ammonite ring.A silver pin 
for a shawl was in progress. It was to have an olivine cab.  
 Millizzas' Cave showed some neat crystals of quartz, 
citrine and rose quartz. What strange material ulexite bo-
ron is, all fibrous gray and white and the dolomite with 
chalcopyrite in pale orangy white. Love the calcite 
spheres in pale green, orange and white.  
 Marilyn Vallance of "Earthfire Opal" has Australian 

The Geode Man 
By   Gwen Langill 
 

The Christmas season is approaching rapidly and if 
you are looking for unusual and beautiful gifts may we rec-
ommend a visit to the home of Ivan and Wendy Lever-
sage. Ivan is the “Geode Man” and what a spectacular 
collection he has in his workshop tucked behind his home 
in Surrey.  

On one side of the shop 16 neat white shelves hold a 
wide variety of geodes. The geodes from Zacatecas, Mex-
ico were brown with lighter brown to tan shades ending in 
tan crystal centers. Others, also from Mexico were a spar-
kling gray surrounded by a blue gray pattern 

Brazil’s geodes were a grayish white with crystal cen-
ters that vary in size from tiny to larger. Lovely solid layers 
of colour in smoky blue, dark and light gray, pale blue, 
white and black. The patterns sometimes resemble the 
horizon or a tranquil water scene or an undulating path of 
colour rimmed in dark brown with the exquisite crystals at 
the heart. 

Dugway geodes do not possess the flashing sharp 
crystal edges, but were very pale blue gray with mounded 
material filling the hollow.  

Box-like shelves on the far end held some of Oregon’s 
finest petrified wood. I love that creamy center surrounded 
by milk to dark chocolate.  Any of the pieces would look 
stunning set in a simple stand. 

There were slabs of jade, rose quartz, dendritic talc 
and turritella with the swirling circular patterns in a dark 
background as well as Brazilian agate. Some of the agate 

was caramel colour with clouds of yellow and gray.    
Some other pieces of agate were interesting. Wendy 

tells me they can be pill holders or spoon holders. Vibrant 
burnt orange, white or gray made lovely swirls in the clear 
agate. There was a box of  Madagascar labradorite 

gleaming blue in the sunlight and some very nice soap-

stone with the feathery black dendritic patterns.  

One case held jewelry – Ivan’s personally picked sap-
phires made into earrings in a 14 carat gold setting as well 
as birthstone earrings in gold or sterling silver studs. A 
flashing array one for each month. Love those Swarovski 
crystal beads in bracelets, single or a wider pattern.  

A super shop. Do give Ivan a call and make arrange-
ments to see the shop and thank you to both Ivan and 
Wendy for such a pleasant visit. The phone number is 
604-535-9005 

 
 

A rockhound asked his friend, "Why are you so late?" 
The friend replied, "It's Sunday.  I had to toss a coin be-
tween going to church or rockhunting and it took 25 tosses 
to get it right!"  

 
A gushy reporter told Jack Nicklaus, "You are spectacular, 
your name is synonymous with the game of golf.  You 
really know your way around the course.  What's your se-
cret?"  
Nicklaus replied, "The holes are numbered".  
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Fog followed us for about a day and was gone just as 
fast. Sun was the order of the day with the wind picking 
up on the last day when we were homeward bound. 
That’s when we felt the autumn nip in the air for sure.  

York Island was another of our stops. The Captain 
had a bit of time to kill waiting for a slack tide. This place 
was the last bastion of defence before the Port of Van-
couver during WWII. The location of the gun emplace-
ments as well as the foundations of the building can still 
be seen. They originally had six inch guns like the ones 
on “Mighty Mo”, the retired U.S. fighting ship. Everything 
on that island fortress was heated using a system of un-
derground pipes. Unfortunately people have burned the 
wood trim to make bonfires or used paintball guns thereby 
helping to destroy an important piece of our history. 

 We tied up every night, either on a log boom (how 
exciting) or at anchor. However, the generator had to run 
all night as we were also transporting frozen goods. I did 
not mind the noise, it just reminded me of the train yard in 
Regina with the big diesel engines running. I slept like a 
baby. We had a deluxe room with  lower berths - think 
slim/twin bed. The room size would compare to some-
thing slightly larger than an 8 ½ foot camper. 

 Only when crossing the open stretch of water at the 
northern tip of the island did we have any gentle swells. 
The inlets kept us well insulated from any rough weather, 
including the storm that hit here. We never felt a thing. 
Fog followed us for about a day and was gone just as 
fast. Sun was the order of the day with the wind picking 
up on the last day when we were homeward bound. 
That’s when we felt the autumn nip in the air for sure.  

 The trip was very much like an extended dinner 
cruise with breakfast, lunch and snacks in between. The 
food was just awesome. Our cook loved to create and is 
working on a cookbook for publication. When it comes out 
I, along with the other passengers are first in line to pur-
chase it. 

 Everywhere the scenery is spectacular. Seeing 
orcas, Pacific whitesided dolphins, sealions, seals, river 
otters, eagles and different types of gulls filled my digital 
camera.  

 Good trip, good food, good travelling companions 
and a million memories of hidden places in our province. I 
want to do it again. 

 P.S. Tried hounding wherever we stopped, 
but found mostly granite with sparse pyrite glinting out. 
One location had a bit of slate, but nothing we could ex-
plore beyond the beach ……….grizzly bear territory and 
there is no one else there!           

 
“Stocking Stuffer” 

 
For that special someone for their Christmas stocking. 
 
A pair of ruby encrusted sandals went on sale at Har-

rods, London luxury store for U.S. $1.59 million. The de-
signer sandals inspired by the shoes worn by Dorothy of 
the Wizard of Oz are on display behind bullet proof glass. 
The 4 ½ inch high sandals are threaded with platinum and 
set with 642 round and oval rubies totalling more than 120 
carats. They only fit a size 3 ½ shoe. Too bad!  

   

Our Marine Links Tour on the  
“Aurora Explorer” 
By Dian VanDerploeg 
 

Fred and I were counting down the “sleeps” to the 
beginning of this adventure and were in Campbell River 
two hours ahead of time. The Marine Links Tour terminal 
is 15 km north of Campbell River and on our arrival we 
found a reception room full of ladies. It looked like Fred 
was going to be the only man in a maelstrom of women. 
Not good! I could see the haunted look in his eyes, but 
just then another brave man poked his head through the 
open door. Eleven brave souls were ready to head out 
and our luggage was tagged and put on board in our 
rooms.  

 The crew made us feel very welcome. The cook 
and steward directed us to our rooms and indicated the 
location of the bathrooms and showers. Upstairs, a brief 
safety orientation had us all looking like “supermodels” in 
those great glowing floating collars. By the way, I noticed 
that they were in better condition than the ones we had on 
a big name ship company Alaskan cruise.  

 Then the Aurora was underway. It was exciting 
watching the dock recede and I wondered what the next 
five days would bring. We were to travel up to and slightly 
farther than the northern tip of Vancouver Island deliver-
ing freight or collecting cargo in the many inlets and hid-
den bays. 

 The best named place, hands down, was “Tire 
Swing Bay”. Sullivan Harbour is mostly a summer retreat 
with the great boaters. It is mostly floats with docks at-
tached. The one hole golf course had to be moved for the 
winter. Alert Bay is beautiful and although we had not 
enough time to see the entire museum, we did see the 
potlatch masks. It’s very haunting. You feel as if they will 
start dancing and singing at any moment. They are not 
behind glass, but out in the open, respectfully displayed in 
position. 

 York Island was another of our stops. The Captain 
had a bit of time to kill waiting for a slack tide. This place 
was the last bastion of defence before the Port of Van-
couver during WWII. The location of the gun emplace-
ments as well as the foundations of the building can still 
be seen. They originally had six inch guns like the ones 
on “Mighty Mo”, the retired U.S. fighting ship. Everything 
on that island fortress was heated using a system of un-
derground pipes. Unfortunately people have burned the 
wood trim to make bonfires or used paintball guns thereby 
helping to destroy an important piece of our history. 

 We tied up every night, either on a log boom 
(how exciting) or at anchor. However, the generator had 
to run all night as we were also transporting frozen goods. 
I did not mind the noise, it just reminded me of the train 
yard in Regina with the big diesel engines running. I slept 
like a baby. We had a deluxe room with  lower berths - 
think slim/twin bed. The room size would compare to 
something slightly larger than an 8 ½ foot camper. 

 Only when crossing the open stretch of water at the 
northern tip of the island did we have any gentle swells. 
The inlets kept us well insulated from any rough weather, 
including the storm that hit here. We never felt a thing. 
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B.C. Lapidary Society – General Meeting 
Submitted by John Bowman 
 
 A general meeting of the Society was held on October 
19th, 2003 at the Bonsor Recreation Centre in Burnaby.  
The meeting was held at that location because the Bur-
naby club was holding its show there on the same week-
end, and we wanted to help support their show.  We are 
looking at doing this on a regular basis in the future.  If we 
can find a good location, we will hold the February gen-
eral meeting in Maple Ridge so that people can attend the  
Maple Ridge club show on the same weekend. 
 We had around twenty people in attendance at the 
meeting including  Gordon Billings, who provided a report 
from the Vancouver Island zone, and Tom Hambrook, 
who presented the report from the Interior Zone.  Gordon 
Billings advised that the Gemboree event on Vancouver 
Island will take place on June 4th through 6th in 2004. 
 It was reported to the delegates that a committee is 
being set up to rewrite our Society by-laws to bring them 
up to date.  We asked for two volunteers from the clubs 
and two people stepped forward: Peter Quinn from the 
Richmond club and Ken Ayres from the Port Moody club.  
The committee has since held two meetings and is hard 
at work developing a draft set of new by-laws, which 
should come before the membership for a vote at the 
Penticton annual meeting of the Society. 
 The fact that the Society needs someone to audit our 
financial records on an annual basis was raised once 
again, but there are no takers as yet. We are looking into 
having someone take on the job who performs similar 
work for another organization, but nothing has been con-
firmed as of yet.   
 The Treasurer presented a financial report to the 
meeting, which indicated that we are doing fairly well fi-
nancially at this time. 
 We had a program scheduled on opal in British Co-
lumbia, but unfortunately the speaker did not attend so 
the meeting adjourned earlier than usual.  Thanks to 
Shirley Cook from the Surrey club, who did her usual  
excellent job of providing cookies and refreshments for 
those in attendance.  
  We look forward to seeing members from the clubs at 
our next general meeting in February. 
 
THE NO-FAIL HOLIDAY DIET PLAN 
Uneven Edges:  When pies and cakes are not cut in 
even wedges or slices, the responsibility falls on the per-
son putting them away to "straighten up the edges". This 
is done by slicing away the offending irregularities, which 
have no calories when eaten. 
Celebratory Food: All foods that are cooked, baked, or 
purchased for the purpose ofconsumption during holiday 
festivities contain no calories.  Such food is meant to 
spread good cheer and must therefore be eaten for the 
good of others. 
Food on Toothpicks: Sausages, cocktail franks, cheese, 
and the like are all fattening unless impaled on frilled 
toothpicks. The insertion of a sharp object allows the calo-
ries to leak out the bottom. 

 What Is a Color Center and How Does It Af-
fect the Color of Gems?   
 
 Imagine a vibrant “sapphire-blue” variety of beryl. If 
you think this sounds too good to be true, you are half 
right. Such a stone does exist, and it is known as Maxixe 
(mah-SHEE-she) beryl. Unfortunately, its lovely color 
fades in sunlight, making it impractical as a gem. Maxixe 
beryl’s color is caused by a small defect in its crystal 
structure, called a color center that absorbs light.  
 A color center can be a missing atom or an extra atom 
that distorts the surrounding crystal structure. With 
Maxixe beryl, the powerful absorptions that contribute to 
the blue color are caused by groups of atoms. 
 Color centers form when the gem is exposed to radia-
tion. Maxixe beryl is exposed to naturally occurring radia-
tion in the earth. The colors of some other gems, includ-
ing most blue topaz and some pink tourmaline, are 
caused by artificial irradiation. 
 Radiation can affect a gem’s color in two ways. It can 
change the valence of an ion, or it can interact with a 
gem’s crystal structure. Usually, high-energy radiation 
knocks an electron from its orbit around an impurity atom, 
and the resulting absorption produces color. This is what 
happens in Maxixe beryl. 
 Amethyst’s color is caused in a similar way. Trace 
amounts of iron replace some of the silicon that’s part of 
the gem’s basic chemistry. Radiation removes electrons 
from the iron impurities, changing their valence states. 
Oxygen-to-iron charge transfer takes place, absorbing 
yellow, green, and orange light, to give amethyst its char-
acteristic purple color. Natural or artificial irradiation can 
produce the amethyst color as long as the gem contains 
traces of iron.  
 Many color centers are unstable, which means they 
fade when exposed to heat or light. Colorless sapphire 
can be irradiated to an intense yellow. But the radiation 
only displaces electrons a short distance from their origi-
nal positions, and they’re only weakly held there. As a 
result, it doesn’t take much to put them back in place. The 
strong yellow color of irradiated yellow sapphire vanishes 
with gentle heating or exposure to sunlight. Maxixe-like 
beryl is produced by artificial irradiation, and the color 
also fades rapidly. If the displaced electrons are tightly 
held in their new locations, as in irradiated and annealed 
blue topaz, the resulting color is stable. 
 
Murphy’s Laws of fossil collecting: 
 
1. The best fossils are on top of the hill  
 
2.      When trying to break a fossil loose from the rock,  
     the fossil will break before the rock does. 
 
3.      The fossils you collect at the end of the trip will look         
     better than the ones you collect at the beginning. 
 
4.      Everyone else’s fossils will look better than your’s. 
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VANCOUVER ISLAND ZONE MEETING 
 
 The Vancouver Island Zone meeting was held at the 
Barclay home in Parksville on Saturday November 29. 
There were 17 delegates and guests present. In the ab-
sence of our president due to illness, the secretary-
treasurer conducted the meeting. 
 Acceptance of the minutes, after a correction 
(Courtenay Club’s workshop hours are 7-9) was moved 
by Jan Boyes, seconded by Murdo Smith and carried. 
The treasurer’s report with a bank balance of $2295.92 
was accepted. 
 Old business items included a report from the presi-
dent who had attended the B.C. Society meeting. The 
main item of business was revision of the constitution and 
bylaws. A three member committee was appointed to deal 
with this. 
 New business was questions regarding insurance from 
the Courtenay Club. What is the total premium for mem-
bers and for those who join part way through the year? Is 
a membership card issued? If prospective members at-
tend a field trip are they covered, and for how many trips? 
What does the premium cover? The president will ad-
dress this and report at our next meeting. 
Club Reports 
 Victoria Club have a new secretary Cari Taylor and a 
new vice-president Lorena Taylor. Their show is March 19
-21 with set-up on march 18. 
 The Cowichan Rockhound Club currently has 40 
members. In the workshop at Cobble Hill they have four 
lapidary classes and one silver class. They plan to have 
one day per month for the ten faceters to meet and work 
on their hand or machine facetting. There is a well-
stocked library at the workshop for members. 
 The club is drawing up a plan to build a smaller show-
case to take to the island shows. The four foot cases are 
too big for many of the member’s cars so only those with 
trucks or vans could transport them. They hope a less 
cumbersome case will enable more members to become 
involved in transporting and that it will encourage new 
members to attend the shows. 
   

 This year for the first time the club has a monthly 
newsletter called “Quartz and Quirks”. This really helped 
in keeping all the members informed. 
Cowichan Club will end the year with their annual 
“Christmas Potluck” on December 8th. This is a turkey 
dinner with gifts and “Rockhound” entertainment. They 
also contribute food items to the Duncan Food Bank. 
 Port Alberni’s Show is March 13,14. Pertinent informa-
tion regarding the show was distributed to the clubs. 
Because of the cancellation of raffles the club will be dis-
cussing charging admission to the show. The Christmas 
party is on December 7. 
 Parksville Club has a few new members, 14 at the last 
meeting. With the departure of the president, they now 
have an acting president on a rotating basis until the fall 
elections. Lorne Barclay spoke on the importance of 
working with young people and how much he enjoyed 
visiting other clubs and teaching carving. 
 Courtenay Club has five new members bringing the 
total to 47. Long time members Ken and Anne Foubister 
have had to drop out of the club because of health difficul-
ties. They have belonged to North Vancouver, Parksville 
and Courtenay Clubs which took in 40 long and interest-
ing years. The club is sorry they will no longer be avail-
able at the show at the “kid’s table”. 
 Courtenay Club will celebrate 40 years of existence 
this year 2004 and will reflect on this with a history of 
Courtenay rockhounds and their abilities. 
A further report on the new field trip area at the end of 
Comox Lake. It has creeks with dallasite and Maxite (local 
name). Maxites are dull brown rock, jasper with pictures, 
first found by Max Baaske a couple of years ago. 
Courtenay Club Show is May 1,2. 
 Ripple Rock reported a very successful carving class. 
The Bonanza field trip for marble and gordonite was very 
successful. An increase in membership has made it nec-
essary to open the workshop for more days. Our Christ-
mas party is December 15. A field trip for gordonite is 
scheduled for December 15. 
 A very pleasant time complete with finger food and 
coffee was much enjoyed by all. Our thanks for the ongo-
ing hospitality go to Lorne and Marian Barclay. 
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Lakes District Rock & Gem Club 
Submitted by Mary Warko 

 
Trip to Mine Island, Babine Lake  
(abandoned copper mine) 
By Jack Kortmeyer 
 
 Members of the Lakes District Rock & Gem Club left 
Lakeview Mall, Burns Lake, at 9:00 a.m. Aug. 27th, 2003 
arriving at Granisle at 10:30 a.m. 
 Half a dozen rockhounders with their gear were loaded 
aboard Jack Kortmeyer’s boat and all sped away to Mine 
Island. At stop #1, the group prospected the edges of the 
old tailings piles. Ernie Olinyk found many rock and min-
eral samples. R.K. Brown found "the big one" at this site. 
It appears to be a good piece of Galena. After lugging 
pounds of rocks back to the boat, we took a lunch break. 
 Stop #2 was the old mining pit....a treasure trove of 
rock and mineral specimens. R.K. Brown, Thomas Pfister, 
Ernie Olinyk, and Jack Kortmeyer found a very large boul-
der with a seam of pyrite that was about 6" thick. After 
much hammering and chiselling, some great samples 
were retrieved. It was at this site that Kate Pierce found 
the nicest sample......a metallic crystal. 
 One could spend days at this site! All too soon it was 
time to go, so we lugged all our heavy treasures back to 
the boat and made it back to Granisle by 5:00 p.m. 
 The weather was great all day, sunny and clear, mak-
ing a great back-drop to a very exciting and productive 
summer trip. 
 I personally believe these old mine sites are some of 
the most interesting places to visit. 
Jack Kortmeyer. 
 

Babine Lake Field Trip -October 5th, 2003 

 
 It was a very warm and sunny morning when eight 
members of the Lakes District Rock & Gem Club met 
Ernie Olinyk at Pendleton Beach for a Riverboat Trip to 
the end of Babine Lake.  Babine Lake is the longest natu-
ral lake in British Columbia. 
 You couldn’t have asked for a more perfect day....the 
water was calm and the surrounding hills provided us with 
a backdrop of golds, yellows, oranges, browns, and vari-
ous shades of green as the fall foliage was pretty well at 
its best. The sky was clear with a few "mares tails" 
sweeping across it here and there. If we had found no 
rocks at all, the day would still have been perfect.  We did 
find rocks, though. 
 We travelled along the north shore for quite some time 
in Ernie’s twin engine, high speed, river boat pausing in 
one spot to admire old Indian paintings on some rocky 
bluffs then resuming speed until we came to a beach on 
the north shore at the east end of the lake. It was a peb-
bly beach but in some areas, basalt rock peeked out of 
the bank. Small seams of agate were present in the ba-
salt. No doubt, over the years, some of those agate 
seams were washed out by the waves and ice to become 
mixed in with the pebbles. You didn’t have to look very 
hard or move around very much to find "already tumbled 
and shaped" agates and jasper. 

 From there we moved to another nearby beach for 
lunch. There was not the abundance of agates at this 
beach. The stones were flat. When broken apart they 
looked as if they were composed of layers of silt all 
pressed together. Some of them were shiny. Many of 
them "tinkled" when you walked on them. Members col-
lected them to make wind chimes with. Here we built a 
campfire and followed a bear trail to a suitable latrine 
area.  
 It was about this time that Ernie asked if we would like 
to return to the original landing beach or explore other 
beaches and coves. We chose to explore and that we did. 
Every beach yielded something. We then stopped on an 
island, Silver Island, where an old silver mine operated in 
the 1920s. The mine shaft was still there along with a 
couple of winches and a boiler. The boiler had produced 
steam which drove the winches. 
 On our travels between beaches we saw two sows 
each with twin cubs. One sow treed her cubs when she 
heard us coming. To add to the excitement one of the 
propellers on one of the engines struck a submerged ob-
ject and got bent. It was banged back into useable shape 
with a rock hammer. 
 The last beach we visited was one we had been to a 
couple of years ago. It was covered with large slabs of 
quartz. Some members found some very nice quartz crys-
tals and others found a spotted (polka-dot) quartz which 
polishes beautifully. 
 The sun was slipping very low in the sky when we 
headed back across the Lake to Pendleton Bay where our 
vehicles were parked. Judging by the number of full buck-
ets that were being off-loaded, it had been a very suc-
cessful rock-hounding day for everyone 
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Lakes District Work Bee 

 
 Members of the Lakes District Rock & Gem Club met 
at the home of Ernie & Bev. Olinyk on November 16th to 
mount rock samples onto a display board that is to be 
displayed in the local Chamber of Commerce Office. 
Since the Chamber of Commerce Office is also the Tour-
ist Information Centre, this display should give our group's 
activities some exposure as well as give tourists a chance 
to view some of the many varieties of polishable rock that 
can be found in our area.  
 After a very successful work bee, Ernie and Bev. 
treated us to an afternoon coffee break. It was a nice re-
laxing way to end a very successful bee.  

Golden Rock and Fossil Club  
Submitted by Sharon Pearson 
 

 March 20, 2003  the Golden Rock and Fossil Club do-
nated a large portion of the club's library as well as an 
additional $1,000.00 in books to the Golden Branch of the 
Okanagan Regional Library.  The books are available for 
the public to read in the Library, which happens quite of-
ten.  But only  the club members can take them home. 
 Pebble Pups 
  In May 2003 Pebble Pups from the Golden Rock and 
Fossil Club visited Lawrence Scholinder's Rock Shop and  
Museum  in  Windermere, BC.    Lawrence and his wife 
put on a  fabulous tour for the children.  The tour included 
displays of fluorescent  minerals, fossils, crystals, and 
minerals from all over the world.  The museum left chil-
dren and parents both discussing the interesting items on 
display.  The Pebble Pups finished their visit with a little 
shopping at Lawrence's Rock Shop.  When you are trav-
eling through the Columbia Valley mark this gem on your 
map as a place to see. 

Community librarian Linda Whitewell (centre) accepts books 
from members of the Golden Rock & fossil Club, Sharon Pear-
son (left) &  Ken Piggot (right) 

A huge and beautiful choice of crystals 
...rough, polished, facetted stones… 

and 
More than 120 different varieties of tumbled stones 
From Europe, Africa, Asia, North & South America 

 

 
Victoria, B.C (near Brentwood Bay 

 
By appointment. Call Pierre & Danielle 

Tel/Fax 250-544-0904 
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Ripple Rock Gem & Mineral Club 
 
Meade Creek –October Field Trip 
 Dense fog greeted our caravan Saturday morning as 
we headed down island for our day trip to Meade Creek. 
As we rose in elevation to the inland Island highway the 
fog got thicker and thicker and thicker slowing traffic to a 
crawl. We were just about to lock in the hubs when the 
sun finally broke through and the fog began to lift. We 
picked up more vehicles at the spotless Buckley Bay na-
ture stop and yet more at the not so spotless Nanoose 
Bay nature spot, then it was on the road againl Our cara-
van had turned into a convoy of mismatched rock mobiles 
by now but it was green lights and blue skies from then on 
 We had first noticed a tree with about twenty spider 
webs just after leaving home, but as the fog got thicker 
and road got thinner, the center line became the only con-
cern. Now with good visibility, millions of spider webs 
adorned every tree, shrub and bush along both sides of 
the road. Spider webs spanned every power line and tele-
phone line connecting the cables and turning them into 
little silk suspension bridges. They glistened and gleamed 
every colour of the rainbow as the sun shone through the 
tiny water droplets captured in the webs. This spectacle of 
nature was a totally amazing thing to see and was a first 
for everyone. 
 We had a wonderful day at Meade Creek, two hounds 
and twenty-nine rockhounds rocked the day away. Up-
stream the water table was very low making the canyon 
easily accessible and downstream it was as dry as pop-
corn, the only problem was the rocks had a light covering 
of maple leaves. Rudy cooked up chicken burgers and 
coffee for everyone and then we demolished Jean’s deli-
cious cookies and it was back to the rocking. Everyone 
retrieved some very nice samples but this trip’s prize goes 
to Max with a very nice piece of rhodonite.  
 Four o’clock rolled around and we snaked our way 
back to Nanaimo and dinner at the wonderful Hong Kong 
restaurant (Thanks Dian & Fred). Lena and Rudy had very 
sore right arms and they told me the only thing that would 
help would be a stop at the one-arm bandits. Not being 
much of a gambler I quickly won $115. and left the casino. 
They came out soon after, apparently their arms feeling 
much better. Obviously the weight of the money they had 
had in their pockets caused the problem. 
 Thanks for an excellent day Aaron, Farrell, Dennis, 
Dan, Carol, Lyn, Ron, Tracey, Grant, Lori, Fred, Derek, 
Mary, Lena, Rudy, Gordon, Jean, Sydney, Haley, Clark, 
Barb, Red, Dian, Max, Dorothy, Gord, Doris, June and a 
special thanks to Clarence Langill for telling me about this 
spot in the first place. 
Charlie 
 
Meeting Highlights: 

An increase in membership means we require a big-
ger room for our meetings. Several locations are being 
investigated and there will be a report at the November 
meeting.  

An increase in membership means we require a big-
ger room for our meetings. Several locations are being 
investigated and there will be a report at the November 
meeting.  

Thank you notes have been mailed to our 03 show 
participants. Show dates for 04 are as follows, Septem-
ber 25, 26. A thank you and travel expenses were given 
to Lorne Barclay for his recent carving workshop.  

Emily’s wire wrap workshop course slated for No-
vember 15 is full and the overflow will attend the course 
when she gives it to the Courtenay Club members. 
Don’t forget the field trip to Bonanza Lake on November 
15. 

New wheels are installed at the shop. Shop fees to 
date $235. Wear your name tag at the meeting and be 
eligible for a door prize. Members, executive in particu-
lar are reminded to make new members feel welcome at 
the meetings. 

Pres’ Corner 
The last field trip of the year is on Saturday, Novem-

ber 15
th
 to the North Island for marble and gordonite and 

even though our wagonmaster has scheduled the early 
departure from the old island college location for 8 a.m. I 
plan to be ready. While mentioning field trips our fourth 
annual trip to Hope and the Fraser River bars is sched-
uled for end of February 04 and I plan to attend this trip 
in the hopes of finding that elusive jade and of course to 
participate in Charlie'’ BBQ'’ on the bars.  

This fall has been busy in the shop with soapstone 
carving, wire wrapping, basic lapidary classes and the 
Tuesday/Friday open shops. New wheels on the grind-
ers have been replaced where necessary, an additional 
trim saw installed and new shelving completed. Rudy 
has without a doubt the best equipped lapidary shop on 
Vancouver Island. 

Nominations and election of officers will be held at 
the Christmas party on Friday December 12

th
 at the 

Rosebowl. Come and support your new executive and 
enjoy the Chinese buffet dinner starting at 1730 hours. 
There will not be a meeting scheduled at the college-

Workshop 
October was a busy month. We just intended on 

putting up new shelves to make more floor space, but 
ended up totally reorganizing and cleaning the shop. 
Rudy donated a ceiling vent fan and it has been in-
stalled and works perfectly. It goes on and off automati-
cally, so please don’t unplug it. Rudy took the brown 
coffee cups home and bleached them, Wow! Most of 
them were white and mine was blue. I think we’ll clean 
them more often. 

The Eastwind grinding wheels we purchased for the 
Genie all fell apart. They were half the price of the Dia-
mond Pacific wheels, but only lasted 6 months. To 
quote Rudy, “We’ve had enough of them darn things!” 
Ross of Eagle Gem and Gift has ordered us some Nova 
wheels and in the mean time we have put the old 
wheels back on.  
Carving Class 
 An enthusiastic group of eleven met for sessions at 
the workshop on Wednesday October 22 and Thursday     
October 23. An additional table enabled us to stretch out 
and have adequate room.  
 Lorne Barclay, our instructor arrived with the neces-
sary patterns for our project and soon the air was filled  
with the sound of saws and assorted files as we did our 
best to increase the bear population. Lyn had a very  
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Unique Japanese saw and was very generous with the 
use of it. It cuts extremely well through the soapstone.  
 This second effort was more complicated than our first 
ducks and dolphins. Bear have ears and mine were               
in constant danger of being lopped off. His snout would 
look more at home on an anteater but we persisted and 
were   quite happy with the results. 
 Many thanks go to Lorne for giving of his time and tal-
ent so generously. We look forward to showing off at          
the 04 shows when our bears will no doubt come out of 
hibernation.   

 
Maple Ridge Lapidary Club. 
submitted by Ken Rimmer 

 
 Well here we are closing in on the end of another 
great year. the club has been  busy with field trips and 
many exciting workshops. 
 We really must thank our Senior members for taking 
the time to pass along skills and knowledge to our newer 
members. Juris Peterson has led the way with hands on 
workshops in lost wax casting , broom casting, faceting, 
amber cabachons and silversmithing basics. Many new 
members went home with some really fine items. 
 Isabel Newberry gave the club a dry run demo on 
steam casting. we hope to see her back soon with some 
molten silver for the real thing. 
 Kevin Healy Heads up a strong  contingent of stone 
carvers witch continues to attract much attention and  
new members. our carving group has been out into the 
schools running 5 session carving programs. The kids 
were thrilled to  take their treasures home.  
 Dick Singbeil our tireless shop foreman continues to 
run school visits and birthday parties at the clubhouse 
and is always on hand to welcome and assist new visi-
tors, all this while fixing equipment with the other hand. 
 we are fortunate indeed to be in our clubhouse, a com-
fortable two story building nestled along the shore of the 
Alloutte river. The shop features a great display of the 
Trethewey Collection of slabs. You may have seen a 
sampling of these at the last Abbottsford show. we invite 
you to drop in for a visit and tour of the premises.  
 See you all at our club show feb.21-22 details coming 
to you soon. 
happy hunting.    
 

Vernon Lapidary and Mineral Club                     
Submitted by John Stelfox 
  
 The Club has 89 paid up members as of November 
15, 2003. Six field trips this year kept members busy col-
lecting, cutting and polishing rocks. 
 Our Rock Shop in the Okanagan Science Centre is 
functioning well under the guidance of Dan Ambrosi, 
Shop foreman, with lots of help from 6 Shop Supervisors 
plus Henry Rodrique, Equipment Maintenance Man. 
 Many interesting Lapidary items were made by mem-
bers for personal and Club Sales purposes. The 3 Mall 
Sales and Demonstrations in April, September and No-
vember were really successful, both financially and for 
acquiring new members. 

 Club courses available for members this fall have 
been: 

 Rock and Mineral Identification by Dan Ambrosi 

 Wire Wrapping by Clara Rodrique; and 

 Facetting by Ted Bazell. 
  A new Club Schedule of activities for 2004 is being 
prepared by incoming President John Chambers and 
John Stelfox. It will include listings of Executive and Com-
mittee Members, Proposed Rockhounding field trips, 
Guest Speakers and Topics for Meetings, Displays and 
Sales, and Rock Shop Use. 
 Several Talks and Displays given at the Science Cen-
tre and several schools have increased the public's 
awareness and interest in the Club, resulting in many 
new, younger members. 
  As the Club is hosting the June 2004 Zone Campout, 
we are proposing that it be held at the Monte Lake Camp-
ground which has 30 campsites and is central for several 
good field trips. The Interior Zone Executive will discuss 
this at their next meeting in Vernon. 
 The 2004 Club Executive and Committee Members 
are 

 President: John Chambers (545- 6347) 

 Vice President: Vacant 

 Secretary:  Wade Kury  (545 ? 0059) 

 Treasurer: Ralph Mackay 

 Publicity & Public Relations:  John Chambers & Mi-
chael de Tourdonnet; 

 Mall Sales: Michael de Tourdonnet, Clara Rodrigue 
and Rod Kelly; 

 Ways and Means: Agnes de Tourdonnet, Les 
Ryckman  & Dale Daignault; 

 Wagon Masters: Les Ryckman, Bill Rogers, Cindy 
Aspeslet & John Stelfox; 

 Phoners: Cindy Aspeslet, Heather Smitt & Laura 
Heer.; 

 Club Greeters: Susie Schoepp, Ted and Gertie 
Bazell. 

     

Interesting Web Sites  
 
http://osomin.com/spelling.htm 

NEW!!! Mineral Spelling Dictionary: Are you tired of 
telling Microsoft Word© how to spell mineral names and 
mineralogical terms? This neat utility can teach your com-
puter the correct spelling for everything from albrecht-
schraufite to zvyagintsevite! (Critic’s Choice.) 
 
http://www.minerals.net/ 

The Mineral & Gemstone Kingdom: An outstanding site 
filled with most everything you could ever want to know 
about the gem and mineral world (including photos), this 
site is also beautifully produced and extensively cross-
indexed.  
 

http://simplethinking.com/franklinminerals/fluorescence.shtml 

Flourescent Mineral Photos: An absolutely beautiful site 
with some of the best fluorescent mineral photos we've 
ever seen. From Franklin, New Jersey, the fluorescent 
mineral capital of the world. (Critic’s Choice)   
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 Lapidary Club of West Vancouver 
 
 A new season for the Lapidary Club of West Vancou-
ver is progressing rapidly into full swing, and along with it, 
an exciting year ahead for both returning and new mem-
bers alike. 
Monthly Meetings 
 In continuation of club tradition, our regular meetings 
will be held on the third Monday of each month, unless 
otherwise specified. Our first monthly meeting took place  
on September 15th and the second one on October 20th. 
During the first, there was a presentation on the use of 
"Precious Metal Clay". This amazing material can appar-
ently make it somewhat easier for even the amateur to 
turn out an impressive piece of jewelry. The second meet-
ings' program included a video along with some nice dis-
play samples of wirework jewelry.  Both of these presen-
tations were quite enjoyable and informative.  
 The November meeting will be as scheduled, how-
ever, for the month of December our meeting will take 
place in theform of a Christmas Party, as noted in the 
"upcoming events". 
Workshops 
 Regular, Wednesday workshops are well under way 
with a terrific  steady  turnout  of  participants  and  lots  of 
creative 
energy being utilized. As a new member, I have person-
ally found the generosity of knowledge and practical sup-
port from experienced members absolutely wonderful. 
 In  addition, the basic silver smith  introduction work-
shop has begun for the several enthusiastic members 
enrolled, and will continue to run on Thursday afternoons 
throughout the end of November.  

Fraser Valley Rock & Gem Club 
 
  Our 44th annual Gem Show was held Oct. 4th and 
5th. All the help by our  members was greatly appreci-
ated. It was good to see everyone pitch in as  the partici-
pation of more members  helped  to  lessen the work  
load. The silent auction held a great deal of attention un-
der the auspices of Ken  McLeod with help from Karen 
Archibald. As always Bob Morgan had variety of rocks for 
sale and Florence Van Horn's gem trees created a lot of 
interest. 
 Ron Vauthrin underwent surgery again for his problem 
and spent considerable time in the Langley Hospital but 
we were glad to see he made the September meeting.   
Hope Norman Young recovers from those nasty shingles 
before too long and Mary Nedimovich missed  the meet-
ing due to a dose of the "flu. Sorry to hear that Doug 
Jones is having trouble with his sight again. 
 At the September meeting Mary Dumbleton gave an 
interesting talk on Amber after a lot of research. For Octo-
ber Karen Archibald will be speaking on corundum. The 
topic of the Show and Tell (Merrifield) table was blue 
rocks. It's  interesting  to  see all  the different stones the 
members come up with. Jineanne Van Horn will  be host-
ing the table in October. The subject being volcanic rocks.  
Also in September Kay Johnson had a considerable col-
lection of a variety of shells she had picked up on her re-
cent trip to the Queen Charlottes.  She also had a scrap-
book of her trip on display.  She heartily endorses the 
Queen Charlottes as a super vacation spot. 
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Richmond Gem & Mineral Club 

 
Workshop: 
- The trim saw has a new blade and it is sharp, so be 
careful.  Three wheels have been replaced. 
- Silversmithing is now on and the next set of classes 
will start in the new year. 
- Enamelling is planned for the new year. 
- Wirewrapping will be held in December. 
- Faceting is on Monday nights. 

 Monday- Ivan is continuing faceting in a workshop 
manner  evenings at 7 pm.  Bring your equipment 
and come and join them regardless of your skill 
level. If you don’t have equipment, talk to Ivan about 
it, he’s been looking for used equipment and might 
be able to set you up. 

 Tuesday- Donnamae is  teaching Lapidary. She has 
a full class learning how to make cabochons.  She 
will be running another lapidary class after this one 
is done.  And Trapper is also teaching silver smith-
ing. 

 Wednesday–  Lui runs a carving workshop from 
1pm to 3 pm every Wednesday and Linda teaches 
Lapidary in the evening.. 

 Silver Casting is being run  by Eric Kemp on Thurs-
day evenings. 

Eric Kemp and Peter Quinn will hold another micro-
mounting workshop on Friday, Dec. 12 in the workshop 
at 7:00 pm.  Come and see what it’s all about! 
From the Show Chairman 
 As we close the door on this year’s show, I’d like to 
take one more moment to thank all the volunteers, both 
before, during, and after the show that made it the suc-
cess that it was. 
 I’d also like to thank those whose donations meant 
so much to us.  Simon and Cindy Chan (Beadsmart) 
and Frank Tierney (Tierney’s Crystals and Crafts) do-
nated several prizes each.  Eric Kemp, Tom Leedham 
and Laurine Hilton donated collectively immense quanti-
ties of rock and slabs.  More than enough to keep the 
silent auction table going for several years. 
 Now that this year’s show is over, it’s time to start on 
next year’s show.  If you have any suggestions, give 
them to Rene, or any member of the executive commit-
tee.  Our show is good, but it can always get better.  
Thank you all! 

 

 

Discovery Gemstones 
 

Crystals & Minerals for healers and collectors.  
Come see us on Saturday at the 

 Old Strathcona Farmers Market on 
 83Ave and 103St, Edmonton. 

Discover Our World 
 
 

2514-131 Avenue 
Edmonton, AB 

T5A 3Z1 
 
 

Phone/Fax: (780)-472-1198 
Email: discoverygemstones@home.com 

Website: members.home.net/ 

discoverygemstones 

 
“AAA” Quality precision faceting and 

cab cutting at affordable prices. 
 

No order too small 
 

75 Facet styles available 
Rough or recuts welcome 

Quality discounts available 
 

Many fine gemstones in stock for all your 
jewelry needs. 

 
Contact us for prive lists on finished stones 

or cutting of your rough into fine quality  
finished stones. 

 
Rough for faceting availible - quantity discounts 

 
     David S. Barclay              Ph/Fax (250) 355-2471 
     Box 136                           Email: davebarclay@bc.sympatico.ca 
    Slocan, BC V0G 2C0        Website: http://www.geogem.com 
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Port Moody Rock & Gem Club 
 
Some highlights from September 25th meeting: 
 Under old business a motion was made and carried, to 
explore the cost of purchasing a new convex polisher. 
Rose will be doing the big mailout of newsletters in Oct 
Drew is looking for someone to take over purchasing. 
 The workshop now has one complete set of diamond 
wheels. They need to be treated with due care. Do not 
press too hard as this will wear away the diamond sur- 
face and always keep the wheel cool with water. 
 Ken reported on our upcoming show. Flyers for 
school distribution have been printed up as well as fly- 
ers for posting. At present, we only have one dealer for 
the show, Rockabout Gems. Ken would like to have 2 
dealers at shows. This may not be possible this year. 
 The options of expanding the members' table and giv- 
ing Rockabout Gems more space were discussed. Ken 
needs to know who will be doing demonstations. There 
will be a Rock Smash workshop on Oct 2nd and a 
Grabbag workshop on Oct. 9th, both at 7:00pm, in the 
workshop. The theme is Crystals and Rose will do the 
display. She needs people to submit samples, giving the 
name of sample and where found, if possible. Please 
bring samples to the next meeting. Donated items are 
required for the silent auction and door prizes. 
 October's meeting has been moved to Oct. 23rd. 
The meeting was adjourned at 9:05 followed by cof- 
fee and a display of summer finds. 
 
GINKO FOSSILS IN - PRINCETON 
 Marg Flannigan reported on finding impressions of 
prehistoric leaves in Princeton BC. 
 Ginko trees used to grow naturally in western Canada. 
The trees in our yards today havebeen imported from 
China. 
 

Hastings Centre Rockhounds 
 
October  Meeting 
 Siggi Rohde: brought some materials collected from a 
recent trip to Blackdome Mine area. Led a trip to Bear 
Mountain for garnets last Sunday- nine people from vari-
ous clubs attended. Planning further trips to be posted.  
34 members in attendance including several new mem-
bers.  
 Show Chair: Dan Constantinescu: show dates are 
confirmed for March 13th and 14th. Will get 
notices out soon. Show committee will hold first 
meeting soon. 
 Please note: there will be no meeting in December. 
The  next meeting will be in January 
 This month our showcase changes its face. We will be 
displaying opal in its many shapes and forms.  
 

Hiding Solder Seams 
 
You can hide silver solder seams when soldering copper 
by placing the soldered piece into well-used pickle then 
inserting an iron nail into the pickle which plates the silver 

seam with copper thus hiding the seam. 

Victoria Lapidary & Mineral Society 
 
 The club is off to a flying start, for the season, watch 
for a big rock sale, date to be announced. We have been 
asked to sell a portion of John Ford's rock collection, as 
he had to downsize and also the collection of the late 
Henry Ford.  We try to keep sales down but the rocks just 
keep on coming. 
 Cameron gave a really interesting talk at the last meet-
ing and we can look forward to Frank Lowe's presentation 
this coming month. 
  Field Trip: Gilles Lebrun advised that there were 2 field 

trips this summer. One to Mead Creek for gold panning (zero 

gold found), flowerstone & laurel stone (lots of good laurel 

stone was collected). Second trip was to Hill 60 for Rhodonite. 

Much rhodonite of varying qualities was found. Cornelius got a 

beautiful raspberry colored stone. 

This month on Sunday the 14th - the trip is to Loss Creek 
for gold panning. Loss Creek is located about 20 km 
south of Port Renfrew. 
 Annual Picnic was held at Beaver Lake Shelter Shed. 
A great time was had by all. Susan Bums won the Bochie 
ball game and Gordon Taylor ate the biggest steak! The 
2004 annual picnic will be held at the same location - Cari 
will reserve the park and it will be 
held on the 2nd weekend of August in 2004. 
Dick Roberts is taking the showcase to a few 'outside' 
Victoria meetings 
 Wally Priedolins went to the G.M.F.C. Regina Show. 
He reported that there were 30 show cases and 10 deal-
ers. Wally entered a case and won 3rd prize - a ribbon!  
 
Thought for the Day 
“Cleaning your house while the kids are still growing is 
like shoveling the walk before it stops snowing” 
 

Creative Jewellers Guild of B.C. 
 
 The Creative Jewellers Guild of B. C. will be hosting 
the International Jewellery Workshop on May 1st and 
2nd, 2004 at Elgin Hall in Surrey, B.C. 
 Plans are underway to have demonstrations by Guild 
members and invited guests who specialize in various 
jewellery techniques. Some of these will include roller  
printing silver;  various styles of wire forming; chain mak-
ing; wire woven bracelets; wire-wrapping  gemstones; 
silver casting; broom and salt casting to name a few. As 
plans are finalized other techniques will be added, such 
as working with Precious Metal Clay, KumBoo, glass  
flamework beads,  etc.  
 Hand faceting and machine faceting will be demon-
strated. There will also be carving of amber and amber 
I.D. Guests are invited to bring along any amber they 
have for identification. 
 Registration forms will be available shortly and anyone 
interested is invited to attend. 
 For more information is  contact Phyllis Richardson at 
604-940-1824, or by e-mail: 
phyllis_richardson@telus. net. 
or Don Rotherham, don_rotherham@msn.com 
or Gordon Calderwood,  gordcald456@lightspeed.ca 
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Surrey Rockhound Club 
 
History of Surrey Rockhounds Workshop Space 
By Don & Norma Wolf 
 
 Recently, we (Don & Norma) were out driving and 
looked in amazement at the rubble that used to be the 
High School at 64th Avenue and 132nd Street and where 
our workshops were once held. Nostalgically we thought 
about the little bit of our history of the Surrey Rockhound 
Club that was bound up in that building which had just 
been torn down. When we joined the club in 1982, the 
Club Workshop was in that school. The Club had been 
given a room their in the seventies and early eighties, in 
lieu of one that they had hoped for in the Surrey Arts  
Centre. 
 However, like the Art's Centre (where our club meet-
ings were once held) the principal of the school was not 
happy with the workshop being there. Hence, she began 
to limit the days and times which we could use the room, 
and eventually we were asked to leave. Fortunately for 
us, Silvia and Ken Mclntosh (who had become members 
of our club) offered to allow us to use their party room 
above their garage and parts of their garage on a tempo-
rary basis as a workshop. Thus, the club began to search 
for a permanent workshop, with the end result that we 
had a chance to erect our own building on a sight near 
104 Ave. and 144 St. at Hawthorne Park. Gunther 
Sorgatz was the driving force behind this project. We had 
discovered that we could apply for grants of $100,000 
fromboth the Federal and Provincial Governments, with 
theunderstanding that we would raise $100,000 to match 
this money. An architect drew up the plans and a model 
was built. We earnestly began to raise the require money. 
Every possible avenue was explored. A group of us took 
a course in running a Bingo game, and were paid $13,000 
for it! Roy and Corrie Williams were given the option of 
selling membershhips in Beechwood RV Park at Birch 
Bay, and very kindly contributed the commissions they 
earned to our building fimd. Win and Bill Williams put on a 
dance at Sullivan Hall, with proceeds going to the fund, 
and Harry and Carol Cook hosted a weekend at the Bridal 
Falls Campground, and turned over their commissions to 
the Club. All the Club members worked like beavers in the 
effort to raise the money. Before we knew it, we had ac-
cumulated about $35,000! However, our bubble burs 
when both of the governments removed their offers of 
grants. Eventually, the Mclntosh family needed their 
space returned to them, so with their help plus that of oth-
ers, we negotiated with the Sullivan Society for space in 
their Community Hall for our workshop. The money 
earned at the Bingo was about to be returned to the gov-
ernment because it hadn't yet been used for charitable 
purposes. However, it worked out well that we were able 
to use some of it (several thousand dollars) to do 
some of the repairs and refurbishing that was necessary 
to get started with our new workshop at the Sullivan Hall. 
This is major reason why we have a healthy bank balance 
and why some of us aren't too anxious to fitter it away on 
needless things. 

The workshop is located in the basement of Sullivan Hall, 
6302 152nd Street, Surrey. 
Please Note that, for insurance reasons, you must be a 
member in order to use the workshop machinery. Also, 
the workshop is just a small part of the Club's activities. If 
you wish to use the Workshop facilities, please plan on 
attending some of the regular monthly meetings. 
It is also recommended that if you wish to join wirewrap-
ping or silversmith classes, that you should first complete 
the 10 week Beginner Lapidary lessons on Monday  
nights. 

 William (Bill) Williams 

 
 Funeral services were held on November 8th, 2003, 
for Bill Williams, who passed away on October 29th, 
2003, after a long and courageous battle with cancer. 
 Bill, who helped start our club almost 40 years ago, 
held the office of President twice, and continued to be an 
active member. Bill had many interests and talents. He 
attended art school and produced over 100 paintings and 
was also a skilled carver. He and Win, (his wife) traveled 
throughout Canada, USA, Mexico, and Europe. A carpen-
ter by trade. Bill ran his own business. Family came first 
and meant the world to Bill. 
 

 1120 Club Report  
By Ken Dewerson 
 
 The 1120 Club held its annual meeting and election of 
officers at its November meeting. 
 26 members and 3 guests attended the meeting, after 
the business part of the meeting a Society slide show on 
Silversmithing by the Suttons was shown.  
 Due to popular demand, the current executive will all 
retain their positions for the next year.President, Frank 
Gould. Vice President, Ken Dewerson. Secretary, Lorna 
Swan. Treasurer, Wilma Nuyens. 
 John Doyle will continue to be Show and Sale chair-
man. The 2004 Show will be held November 24, 25, 26th 
at the Capri Mall in Kelowna. 
 The 2003 Show and Sale was a huge success with 9 
display cases, and many members selling their crafts. 
The Club showed a profit of over $400 for the event and 
have so far gained 5 new members since the Show.  
 Long time club member Ches Larson has spent 10 
days in hospital in Rome, Italy. We hope to see him home 
in the next few weeks. 
 Discussion was held on changing our meeting loca-
tion, several members will review the proposed location 
and a decision will be held at the December meeting.  
 The December meeting will be our Christmas party. 
 

Bending Tubing 
 
To bend small diameter tubing, Try inserting the string 
from a ’string-trimmer’-- the garden Weed Wacker type. 
The line, which comes in various thicknesses, is a very 
hard nylon and will not compress much during bending. It 
is flexible enough that it can accommodate most curves, 
and it has a slick surface to it can be extracted easily after 
bending. For slightly larger diameter tubing, insert 3 or 4 
strands.  
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Summer  Camp - 2004 August 2 - 6, 2004 
 
Karibu Park Cottages & Campground 
Winlaw, B.C. Canada 
PO Box 48, Winlaw, BC V0G 2J0 
Tel/Fax 250-226-7306, Toll free 1-888-452-7428 
When making your reservation for either a cabin or camp-
ground space, make sure you tell them you are with the 
rockhounds for the 2003 rate  
Visit the park at: "http://www.karibupark.com" Karibu Park 
Cottages & Campground 
E mailto: info@karibupark.com 
Karibu Park is located on the Slocan River in the hamlet 
of Winlaw, B.C. in the  historic Slocan Valley. 
The camp has 8 very comfortable cottages: 
4 smaller A-frames + 2 mid-sized + 2 large open-beam 
units. 6 are Non-smoking units, 2 are Smoking units (well 
aired)  
Each cottage is fully equipped with modern amenities, 
electric heat, kitchenettes: Full-sized stove and refrigera-
tor, toaster,  coffeemaker, pots and pans, dishes, kitchen 
table and chairs etc; some have microwave ovens 
Full bathrooms with shower and tub, towels provided on 
an  as-needed basis. 
Bedrooms (except bachelor units) have excellent quality 
double  or queen sized bed.  
Price range is from $48 to $90 (discount for over 3 days) 
Children 12 years & under - $2.00 each 
The spacious campground offers the following: 
20 private, treed, self-contained sites suitable for tents, 
campers and other recreational vehicles. 
Some sites have power available to them. Water (UV-light 
filtered), hot showers, dish-washing sinks and pit toilets 
campfires allowed in sites with fire pits, unless fire hazard 
is too great  
  
Lemon Creek Lodge & Campground (Slocan Valley) 
A unique 10 bedroom, European lodge, with 5 shared 
washrooms,  
Double $75.00, breakfast included 
Single $50.00, breakfast included  
The lodge has a very good licensed restaurant and a 28 
site campground.  
Hwy 6, 7680 Kennedy Road, Slocan B.C. 
Phone/Fax (250)355-2403, toll-Free: (877)970-8090       
Visit our web site: http://www.lemoncreeklodge. 
E mail: info@lemoncreeklodge.com 
 
Springer Creek  RV Park & Campgrounds, Slocan, B.C. 
Full service RV park with water, sewer, power to 50 
amps:   
washrooms with showers; tenting area; picnic tables; 2 
pull-through sites; sani-station; no credit cards; pets on 
leash.  
1020 Giffin Rd., Box 50, Slocan 
Phone: (250)355-2226 Fax: (250)355-2666 
  
The Kokanee Rock Club & Selkirk Rock & Mineral Club 
are planning some great field trips for us, these will be 
posted later 

Rocks,  Gems,  Minerals &  Fossils 

 
Jewellery, Minerals and Fossils 

Located in Historic Steveston B.C. 
 

In this Unique Natural Gallery you will 
Find something for everyone,  

from rare one-of-a-kind Jewellery 
To large decorative pieces. 

 
 
 

SPECIALITY ITEMS  
 

Largest Selection of Handmade Silver 
And Semi Precious Jewellery  in Steveston 

Gold Canadian Ammolite Jewellery 
Custom Gold and Silver work 

Very Rare Gemstone Ammonites 
Canadian Rocks 

Dinosaur Fossils, Teeth and Eggs 
Rare one-of-a-kind Quartz Crystals 

Amethyst Geodes 

 
 
 

#220-12240 2nd Avenue 
Richmond, British Columbia 

Canada V7E 3L8 
604-241-4367(gems) 
www.rivergems.com 

Email: carole@rivergems.com 
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Club Gem Shows - 2004 
  
MAPLE RIDGE LAPIDARY CLUB 
February 21 - 22, 2004 
Sat. 12-5pm, Sun. 10am-5pm> 
St. Andrew's Church Hall<BR> 
22165 Dewdney Trunk Road, Maple Ridge, B.C. 
Special Display of Fluorescing Minerals 
Dealers with lapidary & jewellery supplies, 
Demos, Children's Workshop, Book Sales, Auction 
Admission by donation 
For more information contact Ken Rimmer, 
E mail k.rimmer@shaw,ca, phone 604-463-9593 
 
HASTINGS CENTRE ROCKHOUNDS 
March 13th & 14th, 2004 
Sat. 10am-6pm, Sun. 10am-5pm 
Hastings Community Centre 
3096 East Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C.<BR> 
Admission by donation 
For more information contact Dan Constantinescu  
E mailto:constans0239@shaw,ca, phone 604-298-0239 
 
ALBERNI VALLEY ROCK CLUB 
March 13th & 14th, 2004 
Demonstrators, Dealers, Displays & the "Kid's Korner" 
Sat. 10am-5pm, Sun. 10am-4pm 
Cherry Creek Community Hall 
Cherry Creek Rd. & Moore Rd., Port Aberni, B.C. 
For more information contact Dan Mooney, 
E mail drmoo@shaw,ca, phone 250-724-2832 
 
VICTORIA LAPIDARY & MINERAL SOCIETY 
March 19 - 21, 2004 
Fri. 1pm-9pm, Sat. 10am-6pm, Sun. 10am-5pm 
Da Vinci Centre 
195 Bay Street, Victoria, B.C. 
Adults $4, Seniors & Children under 14 $3, Family $8 
For more information contact Cameron Speedie 
E mail cspeedie@telus.net, phone 250-385-0597 
 
COURTENAY GEM & MINERAL CLUB 
May 1st & 2nd, 2004 
Sat. 10am-5pm, Sun. 10am-4pm 
Native Sons Hall - Lower floor 
360 Cliffe Avenue, Courtenay, B.C. 
Dealers, Demonstrators, Lunch Counter 
A children's "Make it and Take it" table 
Admission: $1.00, children under 12 free (accompanied 
by an adult) 
For more information contact Jack Boyes  
E mail gubby@mars.ark, phone 250-337-8461 
  
CALGARY ROCK & LAPIDARY CLUB 
May 1st & 2nd, 2004 
Sat. 9am-6pm, Sun. 10am-5pm 
West Hillhurst Arena 
1940 6 Avenue NW, Calgary, Alberta 
Adults $4, Students & seniors $3, 
Children 6 & under free, accompanied by an adult 
For more information contact Trudy Martin, Publicity Chair 
E mail martintm@telus.net, phone 403-278-1570 

SURREY ROCKHOUND CLUB 
and the 
GEM & MINERAL FEDERATION of CANADA 
2004 SHOW & CONVENTION 
July 16, 17 & 18, 2004 
Cloverdale Arena 
6090 176 Street, Surrey, B.C. 
For more information contact Alice Clarke 
E mail ag_clarke@shaw.ca, phone 604-584-5592 
 
RIPPLE ROCK GEM & MINERAL CLUB 
"15th Annual Show 
September 25th & 26th, 2004 
Sat. 10am-5pm, Sun. 10am-4pm 
Navy League Hall 
911 13th Avenue, Campbell River, B.C. 
Admission: Adults $1.00, children under 12 free, (with an 
adult) 
For more information contact: Clarence or Gwen Langill  
E mail langwen@telus.net,  phone 250-943-5491 
 
1120 ROCK CLUB 
"Show & Sale" 
November 24th, 25th & 26th, 2004 
Capri Mall 
Gordon Dr. & Hwy 97, Kelowna, B.C. 
For more information contact Ken Dewerson 
E mail dewerson@telus.net, phone 250-707-0618 
 
FRASER VALLEY ROCK & GEM CLUB 
“Annual Show & Sale” 
October 2nd & 3rd, 2004 
Saturday & Sunday 10am – 5pm 
Admission by donation 
For more information contact Larry Lipp 
E mail maejorylipp@telus.net,   phone 604-857-8833 
 

O'FERGUSON 

ROCKS & GRITS 
 

23537 - 40TH Ave. Lanley, BC 
V2Z 2K1 

Phone: 604 530- 4254 
Are selling out 

 
We are still in the lapidary business 

while supplies last 
& will mail out orders. 
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Rendezvous, 2004, May 21 - 24 
Penticton, B.C. 
Sandman Hotel 
939 Burnaby Avenue, Penticton, B.C. 
Hosted by the 
Penticton Geology & Lapidary Society 
and the 
British Columbia Lapidary Society.  
 
Planned activities 
 Late Friday afternoon and evening - Registration and 
setting up of display cases 
Saturday - Field trips, Rock Auction at 7:00PM 
Sunday - Field trips, Bucket Raffle - 4:00PM 
Sunday 6 pm - Catered dinner followed by the Annual 
General Meeting of the British Columbia Lapidary Society 
Monday morning - Pancake breakfast. 
 
Propossed field trips to be posted later  
 Club members are invited to display their treasures 
and demonstrate their skills. 
 Please contact Gloria Bordass at (250)493-1027 or 
write me at 426 Woodruff Avenue, Penticton, BC V2A 
2H5 if you are putting in a display or whether or not you 
will require a Society case or are using your own.  
 Mountain Gems, Burnaby, B.C. will be the Rendez-
vous dealer 
Tel. 604-298-5883, Fax 604-298-2669 
Toll free 1-888-593-1888 
Visit our on-line catalog: http://www.mountaingems.com 
Email info@mountaingems.com 
 
 Donations for the bucket raffle and the rock auc-
tion are needed and are greatly appreciated  
Accommodations:  
 
Sandman Hotel 
939 Burnaby Avenue 
Penticton, BC V2A 1G7 
Tel. (250) 493-7151, Fax (250) 493-3767 
Toll free 1-800-359-6279 
When booking room, quote Goup Confirmation #48262 
for discount 
Rates - two double beds $89.00 plus taxes (2 people), 
two double beds $99.00 plus taxes (4 people), one queen 
bed $84.00 plus taxes (2 people max.), one queen bed/
kitchen unit $89.00 plus taxes (2 people max.). Extra per-
son is $5.00 plus taxes per person 
Please note - for every 25 rooms booked and paid for by 
April 6, 2004, there will be a further discount. 
  
Park Royal RV Trailer Park 
240 Riverside Drive 
Penticton, BC V2A 5Y2 
Tel. 250-492-7051, Fax 250-492-2592 
E mail: Park Royal RV Park 
When booking site, Group Confirmation is ROCKHOUND 
for 15% discounted rate of $25.00 per night for full 
hookup. Washrooms/showers (free) available. Requires 
$30.00 deposit. Accepts Visa and Mastercard. If booking 
by e mail, please include your e mail address. 
Park has 40 sites,no tents. Suggest early booking. 

Easy walking distance to the Sandman  
 
Windmill "Dry Dock" RV Park 
Lot 29, Hwy 97 N 
Penticton, V2A 8X4 
Tel. 2250-493-7355, 
1 mile north of Penticton on Hwy 97 
When booking site, Group Confirmation is ROCKHOUND 
for a 15% discount on the following rates: 
Regular site (no hookups) $15.00, with power $18.00, 
with power and sewer $20.00, sani-dump $4.00. PLEASE 
NOTE - no tents, no washrooms, no water at sites, SELF 
CONTAINED UNITS ONLY Some grassed sites and 
some gravel sites. Pull throughs, fire pits and shade trees  
 
Channel Parkway Campground 
Phone: (250) 492-3122, Fax: (250) 492-3122 
Corner of Green Mountain Road & Channel Parkway 
Penticton, BC V2A 8L8 
This campground is located halfway down the tube float-
ing channel on the Channel Parkway on Green Mountain 
Road behind the Super Save Gas Station. There are fire-
pits, free showers, plus green grass. 80 Sites - $8 per 
person.  
 

There is no free dry camping available  
 
The "British Columbia Approved Accommodation 2003 
Guide" has a full list of Motels in Penticton and the current 
rates. The Guide can be picked up from any British Co-
lumbia Travel Information Center.  
 
   

IRON STAINS 
Bob O’Brien 
 
 Everyone of us has collected a specimen that some-
times is not very presentable because of iron stains.  
 The problem with using (muriatic) hydrochloric acid is 
that it bleaches the host rock plus it is damaging to some 
items. That would include calcite, ankerite, and a host of 
other stones. Even iron pyrite if it is rusty falls apart when 
cleaned this way Oxalic acid is another that can be used, 
but is most effective when warmed, and if left too long 
departs its own stain to the rock.  
 I had a person in Montana tell me that he used a com-
mercial product called ‘Iron Out’.  He said he got it at 
Lowes.  I have tried it and am quite pleased with the re-
sults. It does not damage calcite. It also will remove 
heavy stains or limonite buildups without damage to to the 
pyrite. Light stains it will remove in one day. Pyrite takes 
about 3 solution changes and about 4 days. I have even 
been able to salvage crystals that I was keeping in the 
discard pile.   
 To use it, I mix about 1/4 cup to 1 and 1/2 gallons 
lukewarm water.  It is not very corrosive and is sold as a 
stain remover for sinks and clothing.  Lowes Hardware 
carries it in the plumbing area at a cost of about $3.50 for 
a 1 lb. Bottle of powder. Try it, you’ll  like it!! 
From Rockhound Special via  Skagit Gems 
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Wagonmaster’s  Field Trips 
B.C. Lapidary Society 
Winter-Spring 2004 
 
Field trip: Yale Bar, Fraser River 
Leader: Harley Waterson (604) 590-3289 
E mail: waterson@planeteer.com 
Date and Time: Sunday, January 11/04 9:00 AM 
Meeting Place: Bridal Falls coffee shop 
Material: agate, jasper, jade, sillimanite, etc 
Conditions: There can be a bitter wind on this bar. Dress 
in layers, wear sturdy boots as the rocks are large and 
sometimes slippery. 
 
Field trip: Alexandra Bar, Fraser River 
Leader: De Singleton (604) 599-6938 
E mail: outrockhounding @yahoo.ca 
Date and Time: February 29, 2004 9:00 AM 
Meeting Place: Bridal Falls coffee shop 
Material: agate, jasper, sillimanite, possibly jade if you 
are very lucky 
 
Field trip: Walker Valley, Mt. Vernon, USA 
Leader: Gary Richards (604) 944-6131 
Date and Time: Mid March exact date TBA 
Meeting Place: McDonalds at Fraser Highway and 
264th 
Material: amethyst, goethite, calcite 
Conditions: bring either a passport or other suitable 
documents for crossing the border. You will need a 
sledge, as the basalt is very hard in this location 
 
Field trip: Hill 60, Vancouver Island 
Leader:Bob Morgan (604) 534-7161 
E mail: keeko@uniserve.com 
Date and Time: Mid March TBA 
Meeting Place: Ferry to Nanaimo 
Material: Rhodonite 
 
Field trip: Harrison Lake/Mystery Creek exploratory 
trip 
Leaders: Gord Pinder/Cam Bacon (604) 870-4779  
Date and Time: Sunday, April 18/04 9:00 
E mail: showchaircam@yahoo.com 
Meeting Place: Sasquatch Inn 
Material: clam shell fossils and belimnites at Harrison 
Lake 
  

 

Don’t be a “Rock Hog” 
 

Take only what you can use 
And 

Leave the rest for others 
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Rockhound’s Code of Ethics 
 
I will respect both private and public property and will do 
no collecting on privately owned land without permission 
from the owner. 
 
I will keep informed on all laws, regulations and rules gov-
erning collecting on private lands and will observe them.  
 
I will, to the best of my ability, ascertain the boundary 
lines of property on which I plan to collect.  
 
I will use no firearms or blasting materials in collecting 
areas.  
 
I will cause no willful damage to property of any kind, 
such as fences, signs, buildings, etc. 
  
I will leave all gates as found. 
  
I will build fires only in designated or safe places and will 
be certain they are completely extinguished before leav-
ing the area.  
 
I will discard no burning materials - matches, cigarettes, 
etc. 
  
I will fill all excavation holes which may be dangerous to 
livestock.  
 
I will not contaminate wells, creeks, or other water sup-
plies. 
  
I will cause no damage to collecting material and will take 
home only what I can reasonably use.  
 
I will practice conservation and undertake to utilize fully 
and well the materials I have collected and will recycle my 
surplus for the pleasure and benefit of others.  
 
I and will leave all collecting areas devoid of lifter, regard-
less of how found.  
 
I will cooperate with Field Trip Leaders and those in des-
ignated authority in all collecting areas. 
  
I will observe the "Golden Rule", will use Good Outdoor 
Manners and will at all times conduct myself in a manner 
which will add to the stature and Public Image of Rock-
hounds everywhere.  



 
  

Classified Ads 
 
For Sale 
One Lee Faceter, with accessories, motor, all 
laps, and some faceting rough. Good condition. 
Cliff Smith: 604-434-1748 
 
 Wanted 
Senior, beginner rockhounder wants to buy complete col-
lection and equipment from retiring rockhounder, also 
want to buy unique or unusual geodes. contact  tyonkers 
@shaw.ca   or  250- 861-9292 
 
Wanted 
Good used centrifuge caster, 
Contact: Jim Lott, 230-554-3931, e mail pj2167@shaw.ca 
 
Wanted 
Used hand faceter units 
Contact Ivan 604-535-9005 
 
Free 
Any member of a club in the B.C. Lapidary Society may 
place a hobby related ad in the “Rockhounder”  free of 
charge. 
Contact Win Robertson, 250-376-4878 
Or e mail winrob@shaw.ca 

 

                    The British Columbia Rockhounder 
 

Name:                                                                            Date:                                    

Address:                                                                         City: 

Prov.                                     Code:                      E Mail 

I have enclosed $             for            year(s) subscription ($10.00 + 6.00 for mailing per year). 

Please make cheque/money order payable to the British Columbia Lapidary Society 

 

Mail to: 

The British Columbia Rockhounder 

6 - 2401 Ord Road 

Kamloops, B.C. V2B 7V8 

Advertising by Dealers enables us to provide this publication at a reasonable price 
 

“PLEASE SUPPORT THEM” 
 

Tell them you saw their ad in the ROCKHOUNDER 
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